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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

The slotted ring has clear benefits for the transmission of real-time traffic using the ATM. The 
ORWELL protocol delivers fairness between transmitting stations but at an overhead related to 
the reset mechanism, and the Di-allocation largely determining this overhead. The Reset Interval, 
measured at each network station, can provide an indication of the level of traffic on the network, 
but it is affected by the traffic distributions on the ring. It has also been shown 4  that the 
statistical distribution of traffic carried by the network also influences the Reset Interval. The 
slotted ring LAN can be operated without a reset mechanism, classifying slots only as full or 
empty, in which case a suitable connection acceptance mechanism must be found. Measuring the 
numbers of full or empty slots passing a network station is being investigated as a potential 
indicator of network loading and of effective available bandwidth at the station. 
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Abstract 

A Slotted Ring Test Bed for the Study of 

ATM Network Congestion Management 

by 

Phil Holifield 

This thesis addresses issues raised by the proposed Broadband Integrated Services 

Digital Network which will provide a flexible combination of integrated services 

traffic through its cell-based Asynchronbus Transport Mode (ATM). The introduction 

of a cell-based, connection-oriented, transport mode brings with it new technical 

challenges for network management. The routing of cells, their service at switching 

centres, and problems of cell congestion not encountered in the existing network, are 

some of the key issues. 

The thesis describes the development of a hardware slotted ring testbed for the 

investigation of congestion management in an ATM network. The testbed is designed 

to incorporate a modified form of the ORWELL protocol to control media access. The 

media access protocol is analysed to give a model for maximum throughput and reset 

interval under various traffic distributions. The results from the models are compared 

with measurements carried out on the testbed, where cell arrival statistics are also 

varied. It is shown that the maximum throughput of the testbed is dependent on both 

traffic distribution and cell arrival statistics. 

The testbed is used for investigations in a heterogeneous traffic environment where 

two classes of traffic with different cell arrival statistics and quality of service 

requirements are defined. The effect of prioritisation, media access protocol, traffic 

intensity, and traffic source statistics were investigated by determining an Admissible 

Load Region (ALR) for a network station. Conclusions drawn from this work suggest 

that there are many problems associated with the reliable definition of an ALR 

because of the number of variable parameters which could shift the ALR boundary. A 

suggested direction for further work is to explore bandwidth reservation and the 

concept of equivalent capacity of a connection, and how this can be linked to source 

control parameters. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 



1.1 	Background 

Demands on the telecommunications network are increasing at great pace. The 

information technology revolution of the nineteen eighties has resulted in an explosion 

of software applications which extends from CAD tools running on high performance 

workstations to the word processors and spreadsheets found in many homes, and used 

by people of all ages. The development of multimedia authoring packages, CD ROM 

drives, and the processing power of a new generation of personal computers means 

that the impact of information technology on the lives of all members of society is set 

to increase. The flexibility of the present telecommunications network to carry the 

large amounts of data involved in high bandwidth video applications, and to 

efficiently combine this in multi-media applications involving voice traffic, and 

computer data traffic, is very limited. 

Technology in the field of telecommunications has not stood still, and the transmission 

capacity of optical fibres means that giga-bit per second data rates can be achieved on 

a single fibre. VLSI manufacturing using CMOS devices now allows fast switching 

of digital information in telecommunications switching centres. These developments 

have been brought together in the introduction of a global telecommunications 

network known as Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) which is significant 

because it has for the first time allowed the network user direct access to the digital 

network. 

Even as ISDN is being implemented world-wide, a new strategy for dealing with the 

future demands on the telecommunications network is being investigated. The future 

network must be able to provide high bandwidth for video transmission, be flexible to 

provide for new services, and be easily managed. The new network is called 

Broadband-ISDN and differs fundamentally from ISDN because all data transmitted 

across the network is segmented into cells, this being known as Asynchronous 

Transmission Mode (ATM). At the beginning of this project B-ISDN was at its 
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conceptual stages, but has progressed to national field trial in several countries. The 

need for efficient transmission protocols and switching techniques which can be 

applied to the ATM cells has been evident in the research carried out in to Broadband 

ISDN over the last six years. 

1.2 	Aims of the Project 

One particular protocol developed by British Telecom Research Laboratories in 1984 

was the subject of some interest both as a protocol for switching ATM cells, and as a 

protocol for a Local Area Network for Integrated Services traffic. The protocol was 

called ORWELL, and much of the work described in this thesis is a performance 

evaluation of ORWELL, and an analysis of the claims made for it as switching 

protocol for B-ISDN. 

The aims of this project were 

to build a hardware test bed based on a slotted ring and utilising the ORWELL 

protocol 

to investigate the behaviour of the ORWELL MAC protocol under varying traffic 

intensities, traffic mixes, traffic arrival pauerns, and asymmetrical loading of the 

network. 

• to characterise the network and generate analytical models of its performance 

• to investigate methods of congestion prediction and avoidance 

to implement schemes for access control, and prioritisation with two classes of 

traffic, and analyse network performance under these schemes 

1.3 	Overview of the Thesis 

A review of the cunent state of research in B-ISDN is carried out in chapter 2. This 

provides a background to the work carried out in this project and details the issues 

which are seen as fundamental to the operation of the B-ISDN network. 
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In chapter 3, the ORWELL protocol is described in detail, as are the hardware and 

firmware design issues for the testbed, including the preparatory modelling of an 

network station. 

In chapter 4, traffic types and models of traffic behaviour for an ATM network are 

reviewed. The modelling of traffic generation on the testbed is described, and the 

software processes required for cell delay and cell loss analysis of received data are 

discussed. 

In chapter 5, an analytical study of the performance of the testbed is carried out under 

a number of conditions of traffic loading, and for various traffic generation models. 

Mathematical models are derived which can be tested against experimental results 

from the testbed. 

In chapter 6, experimental results are compared with the analytical models previously 

developed. The value of the ORWELL reset rate as a measure of free bandwidth is 

discussed. 

In chapter 7, the introduction of two traffic classes to the test-bed is considered. 

Issues of prioritisation and access control, which enable an acceptable load area to be 

defined, are discussed. Indicators of congestion and an access control mechanism are 

discussed. 

Conclusions are drawn, and further work is discussed, in chapter 8. 



1.4 Summary 

This thesis contributes to research in B-ISDN networks by providing analytical 

modelling of the throughput and reset interval of a slotted ring local area network 

testbed utilising an ORWELL based media access protocol under a number of traffic 

distributions. The analytical models are compared with results from simulations 

carried out on the testbed. These and other simulations allow conclusions to be drawn 

about the suitability of ORWELL as a media access protocol for a slotted ring ATM 

cell switching centre. The study of the ORWELL protocol leads on to a discussion of 

methods of congestion management in an ATM network. The benefits of different 

strategies for congestion management are considered and illustrated by results from 

simulations using the testbed. Conclusions are drawn from these investigations and 

the direction of further work is indicated. 
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Chapter 2 

A Review of Broadband 
ISDN 



2.1 	Introduction 

In this chapter a review of the development of B-ISDN is undertaken. The review 

focusses on the rationale for the introduction of a Broadband-ISDN network, and the 

technological issues facing the network designers and the committees recommending 

standards. The background to the work carried out in this project is explained in 

terms of the interest in media access protocols, hardware testbeds, and ATM networks. 

2.2 Broadband - ISDN: the Future Network 

Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN) will be the next generation 

telecommunications infrastructure, carrying multimedia high bandwidth services over 

wide areas. The move towards such a network is driven by increasing customer 

demands for high bandwidth applications found in visual communications, together 

with the expansion of data communications of widely varying bandwidths to be 

integrated in a common telecommunications environment [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. 

Technologically the emergence of B-ISDN is underpinned by the development of 

optical fibre networks capable of transporting data at the rates necessary for high 

bandwidth applications, and high speed VLSI circuits for packet switching and 

routing [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. 

2.2.1 Origins of Broadband - ISDN 

The concepts for B-ISDN have evolved from the narrowband ISDN (or simply ISDN) 

network, the standards for which were laid down in the CCITF I-series 

recommendations of 1984 [11]. Comite Consultatif International Telegraphique et 

Telephonique (CCITT) is the international standards body responsible for public 

telecommunications, now known also as International Telecommunications Union 

(ITU). Networks utilising these standards are being implemented world-wide in the 

early 1990s, they are based on the digitised telephone network which is characterised 
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by a 64 kbitis channel. The channel bit rate of 64 kbitls is derived from 3.4kHz voice 

transmission requirements (8 bit sampling at a frequency of 8kHz). 

ISDN has provided benefits for the user and the network provider alike, including: a 

common user-network interface for access to a variety of services, enhanced (out-of-

band) signalling capabilities, service integration and new services. The ISDN 

concepts were based on copper distribution facilities and existing digital switch 

technology. To obtain higher bit rate transmission under ISDN, 64 kbitls channels can 

be combined with groups of circuits being switched in common, but the maximum bit 

rate that can be offered is 2Mbitls. This bit rate is insufficient for some of the high 

bandwidth applications detailed in Table 2.1 [1]. 

From the start of CCITT discussions on B-ISDN, in January 1985, it was considered 

necessary to look towards recommendations for a future broadband network based on 

optical fibre transmission and next generation switching technologies which would 

support connections of widely varying bit rates, from high resolution video services to 

low bit rate data, employing a common network interface. 

Television, High Speed Data, 
High Deflnttion TV  

Video Telephony / Conferendng, Audio 
Dlstilbutlon, LAN InterconnectIon  

Voice in the Public 
Telephone NetWOrk 

Data Communication via 
the Telephone NetWOrk 

• Telegraphy and 
Telemetry 

1 	10 	100 1K 	10K lOOK 1M IOM lOOM 1G lOG 

Data Rate (Bits per Second) 

Figure 2.1. 	Data Rate Spectrum for some B-ISDN Services 
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2.2.2 Services and applications for B-ISDN 

It is intended that the B-ISDN network will eventually form the infrastructure for 

public telecommunications, hence a major form of traffic for the network will be 

telephony. The characteristics of telephone traffic are well known through many years 

of research [12]. What is less well known is the nature of new traffic sources and 

applications which in time may come to dominate the required bandwidth of the 

network. The data rate spectrum of various services and networks is shown in 

figure 2.1 [2]. 

A multitude of potential broadband applications and services have been proposed for 

the broadband network. The data rates for these applications vary over 9 or 10 orders 

of magnitude, and not all data rates are constant. Whilst voice traffic may be a regular 

64 kbit/s stream, data traffic consisting of commands, requests for information and 

file transfers is inherently bursty in nature, and many video applications will use some 

form of data compression such as variable bit rate codecs to conserve bandwidth. 

Some characteristics of broadband services are listed in Table 2.1 [1]. Burstiness is 

defined here as peak bit rate / mean bit rate. 

Table 21 	Characteristiec nfhrnadhnnd servirec 

Service Bit Rate(Mbit/s) Burstiness 

Data Transmission (connection based) 1.5 to 130 1 to 50 

Data transmission (connectionless) 1.5 to 130 1 

Document transfer I retrieval 1.5 to 45 1 to 20 

Videoconference / Video telephony 1.5 to 130 1 to 5 

Broadband videotext / video retrieval 1.5 to 130 1 to 20 

TV distribution 30 to 130 1 

HDTV distribution 130 1 



With such traffic requirements in mind the CCITF recommendations for Broadband 

Aspects of ISDN [13] adopt an interface model to the B-ISDN network based on a 

breakdown of all traffic entering the network into data cells, which are of a standard 

length and structure and may be used to transport data of whatever type of service 

through the network. Such a transport mechanism is known as Asynchronous 

Transfer Mode (ATM) to distinguish it from the existing Synchronous Transfer Mode 

(STM) which works on the basis of reserving time slots in a larger time frame 

structure for each connection made across the network. ATM can allocate bandwidth 

flexibly to services and applications of widely different bit rate and traffic 

characteristics. Most importantly it offers a common user interface to all traffic types 

so that the development of new applications and services is expedited by a standard 

network interface. 

2.2.3 Asynchronous Transfer Mode 

Early discussions on B-ISDN revolved around defining a user-network interface 

structure [14]. There was general agreement on re-using the narrowband ISDN 

concept of a common multi-services interface, but the nature of the interface was 

debated between advocates of SFM and those of ATM. The STM or circuit switching 

option was cited as being efficient for existing systems, particularly telephony, but 

ATM was eventually chosen because: 

• A single universal ATM packet fabric could handle many types of services, such 

as voice, data and video, 

. Circuit based approaches become cumbersome as the number of channels grouped 

together for high bandwidth applications is increased and, 

• Manufacturers and users wished to exploit the potential of ATM technology. 

Having decided on ATM, a cell-based technology, the size of the cell had to be 

determined. A fixed size packet rather than variable sized one was adopted because 

of the ease of switching at broadband speeds, the ease of fair handling of data streams, 
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and more predictable cell delay variation. In June 1989 CCITI' study group XVffl 

defined a 48 byte payload with 5 byte header, see figure 2.2. 

Cell Header I Cell Payload 48 Bytes 
5 Bytes 

Figure 2.2 	CCITI7 Defined ATM Cell 

The adoption of ATM as the transfer mode for B-ISDN has brought about its own 

problems in tenns of transmission, switching and network management. Some of 

these issues, and the current state of research into them, are dealt with in section 2.2. 

2.2.4 Optical Networks for B-ISDN Transmission 

The development of powerful and economic optical transmission equipment, offering 

virtually unlimited bandwidth, is another driving force behind the B-ISDN network. 

Today's optical fibre transmission can provide low attenuation, hence long distances 

between repeaters, high transmission bandwidths up to gigabit/s levels, a low rate of 

transmission errors, and good resistance to interference [15], [16]. Such properties are 

essential if the network is to offer high quality real-time services such as video 

telephony, video conferencing, and TV distribution. Much work is being pursued 

regarding Passive Optical Networks (PON) for the distribution of high-bandwidth 

traffic to customers' premises. The Asynchronous Passive Optical Network (APON), 

has been studied as a basis for the provision of telephony and integrated services [17], 

[18]. 

The other main technological driving force behind B-ISDN is the development of high 

speed packet switches using the latest in CMOS and BiCMOS VLSI technologies 

[19], [20]. Processes down to 0.6 micron are now possible [9] allowing the switching 

of 600MbitJs data streams required for B-ISDN. Power dissipation is a major factor 

limiting the level of integration of ATM switches, and for this reason, and other 
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economic reasons, modular switches based on identical sub-switch elements are seen 

as a desirable route for research. Operational trials of various ATM switches have 

taken place [21], [22] and research into better methods and implementations is 

ongoing. Switching technology is discussed in section 2.3. 

2.3 	B-ISDN Architecture 

2.3.1 ATM Cell Transmission 

The ATM Cell header contains the information necessary to route an individual cell 

across the network. In contrast to STM where the connection is maintained by 

reserving a constant position in the transmission frame (Position Multiplexing), ATM 

cells each carry enough information in the cell header to perform cell routing, and 

hence maintain an end-to-end connection (Label Multiplexing). Figure 2.3. contrasts 

these two methods. 

Synchronous Transfer Mode 

.nrrr 

'SI 
Petlodic Frame 

ATM Cell 	 Asynchronous Transfer Mode 

Vol 
IN 
	 VR

_ 

04•04 	 IN 

I L00flp0iaa 

Cell Heed& 

Figure 2.3. 	STM and ATM transmission principles 
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A label in the ATM header is structured in two fields to identify the Virtual Channel 

(VC) and Virtual Path (VP). ATM has thus combined the cell based nature of the 

packet switched networks such as X.25 [23] with the telephony based circuit 

switching techniques in the virtual channel concept. Connections are established 

during the signalling phase, and virtual channel and virtual path information is 

determined at the switching points. The existence of a virtual path as well as a virtual 

channel facilitates switching, as several virtual connections can be grouped together as 

a virtual path over sections of the transmission path. A full description of the ATM 

cell header can be found in the CCITT recommendations and other works [24], [1]. 

2.3.2 ATM Switching 

The development of ATM cell switches continues with the development of VLSI 

manufacture and is proceeding at a rapid pace. Given the existence of optical 

networks capable of transmitting data at gigabit/s rates, the technological hurdle of 

being able to switch this data without introducing excessive delay or cell loss in the 

transmission path must be overcome. Switch architecture has been addressed by 

several authors [1], [25], [26], and four basic types can be defined. These are matrix 

type switching elements, central memory switching, bus type switching, and ring type 

switching. 

Matrix switching elements are based on crosspoint switches, where cells arriving from 

a number of input streams are switched to a number of output streams. As cells will 

sometimes arrive on input streams at the same instant, or be competing for the same 

output streams, a certain amount of buffering for these packets is required [27], [28]. 

In matrix switching elements, buffering of ATM cells is provided at input, output and 

at the crosspoints themselves [29], [30], [31], [32]. The sizing of these buffers and 

schemes of arbitration between cells contending for access to the buffers are subjects 

of research [33], [34], as are the VLSI processes required to implement them. 
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The common memory switch uses a common memory element for all buffering, and 

hence has reduced memory needs compared with a matrix using physically separate 

buffers. This type of switch has been used in the PRELUDE experiment [35], and 

within the RACE (Research and development of Advanced Communication in 

Europe) project 1012, the Sigma switch [36] is used, which employs a common 

memory structure. The European RACE project has involved many educational and 

commercial research establishments in B-ISDN research and in the study of ATM 

switching for Broadband ISDN [37]. 

The ring type switching element is of particular relevance to this thesis. A slotted ring 

is used to transfer packets from input controllers to output controllers, as shown in 

figure 2.4. ATM cells are placed in the rotating slots by input controllers, and are 

transferred to their destination output controllers. When a slot has been released it can 

be re-used immediately increasing the effective bandwidth of the ring. Destination 

release of slots gives rise to problems of fairness of access to the rings bandwidth 

which may be resolved by the ring protocol. Several rings can be operated in parallel 

to form a torus. The ORWELL protocol [38] employs such an approach for high 

speed packet switching, and is used as the basis for the medium access protocol of the 

slotted ring test bed designed for this thesis and described in chapter 3. 

Input Controllect 
	 Output Confrollere 

Figure 2.4. 	Ring type ATM switch 
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2.3.3 Quality of Service Concept Applied to B-ISDN 

In order to provide a service which customers want to use, the network provider must 

be able to guarantee a certain Quality Of Service (QOS) to a potential user. The 

parameters by which the QOS is defined are the maximum rate of cell loss, and the 

maximum delay time of cells transmitted across the network. The variation of cell 

delay time or 'cell delay jitter' may also be an important parameter for the network 

user. Because of the variety of applications envisaged for the B-ISDN network, there 

will be some traffic types which have a requirement for low delay times and some 

traffic types which are delay tolerant. In general, real-time voice and video services 

are delay sensitive whereas computer communications are delay tolerant. 

In several studies on the allocation of bandwidth in ATM networks [39], [40], [41], 

the possibility of more than one QOS class being offered to the network user has been 

explored, and various schemes of bandwidth allocation have been analysed and 

simulated. The concept of a number of QOS classes brings with it other implications 

for network management the first of which is prioritising the service of cells belonging 

to one QOS class over those belonging to another, which might occur where there is 

contention for access to a buffer at a switching point or multiplexer. Various studies 

have suggested that the overall capacity of the network can be increased by prioritising 

delay sensitive traffic over delay tolerant traffic [42], [43], [44]. In such situations the 

management of buffer length and prioritisation schemes can be used to maintain 

service to all QOS classes. For these reasons the ATM cell header has been allocated 

one bit for priority control. The bit will indicate if the cell can be discarded in favour 

of other cells in a congested network. 

2.3.4 Traffic Analysis and Modelling 

In order to perform analysis on the ATM network, certain assumptions have to be 

made on the behaviour of traffic sources, and the likely characteristics of future traffic 

sources. In general it is not possible to use 'real data' when simulating networks, 
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although some such data has been gathered [45]. This is because the traffic carried on 

present networks cannot be assumed to be similar to that of future networks, and 

because the form of tomorrow's applications and services is not yet known. 

Analytical models have been developed to represent both individual and multiplexed 

traffic sources, to model a cell arrival stream at an ATM switching node as a means of 

analysing network performance. In the case of high bandwidth traffic sources such as 

video codecs, models incorporating autocorrelation features over line and frame 

repetition periods have been developed [46], [47] to give a more realistic behaviour 

pattern for performance analysis. In many situations, Markov Models [48], [49], [50] 

have been used to generate cell arrival statistics for performance analysis. Generally, 

in simulations, traffic sources are characterised by a peak cell rate generation, a mean 

cell rate generation, and some measure of burstiness, i.e. the distribution of cells with 

time, see figure 2.5. 

Source Cell Rate 

ito 

Time 

Figure 2.5. 	Peak rate, and mean rate of a bursty ATM traffic source 
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The burstiness property of ATM traffic means that not all sources on an ATM 

network will be transmitting at their peak bit rate at all times. This presents the 

possibility of network efficiency gain by statistical multiplexing. Instead of reserving 

the peak transmission bandwidth for each connection supported by the network, a 

somewhat reduced bandwidth will actually be required due to the averaging of peak 

rate bursts of cells from different sources at different times. Although statistical 

multiplexing is a desirable feature that ATM can offer over STM, the primary 

consideration of the network provider is to guarantee the particular QOS offered, so 

that the efficiency gain of statistical multiplexing must be of secondary importance. 

2.3.5 Congestion and Admission Control 

Every network has a limit to its capacity for transporting information, and the 

continued acceptance of more and more connections by an ATM network will 

inevitably lead to excessive cell delay, buffer overflow and cell loss. The effect is 

known as congestion, and the result is that the QOS provided to the user is degraded. 

Congestion management and avoidance is another major field of current research in B-

ISDN. Avoiding congestion is more effective than trying to manage the network after 

congestion has occurred [51], [52], [53]. In avoiding congestion a mechanism for 

admission control of new connection requests or call acceptance is implemented, and 

is based on controlling the number of connections of each QOS class that may be 

accepted on to the network at any time. Call acceptance is determined during the 

signalling or call set-up phase of the connection. The acceptance of a new connection 

is dependent on the additional traffic not affecting the QOS offered to existing traffic. 

The ability of a network to accept a further connection will depend on the mix of 

traffic types of existing connections, as well as the actual numbers. This gives rise to 

the concept of an admissible load region for a network [43], where the combination of 

current connection QOS classes will determine admission to the network. This 

concept is described in chapter 7 for the slotted ring test bed , when two traffic types 

with different arrival profiles are simulated. 
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Much of the performance analysis of ATM networks has been concerned with 

admission control policies [54], [55], [56], congestion control, and prioritisation. 

Traffic control procedures are not currently standardised by CCITT, and the extent to 

which they should be standardised has not yet been decided. In some areas, defined 

standards of how the network will behave under overloading would be useful to both 

the network provider and the network user so that applications can be designed for 

optimal performance over a variety of network loading conditions. One area 

important to controlling the behaviour of input traffic is 'Source Policing', where the 

input of cells to the network is monitored and controlled. 

2.3.6 Policing ATM Sources 

The call set-up phase of a B-ISDN connection is a process of negotiation between the 

potential user and the network where, if the connection is accepted, the user will 

contract to keep to certain bounds of peak and mean bit rate for data transmitted, and 

the provider will guarantee a QOS in terms of cell delay and loss for the connection. 

In order for the system to work fairly both sides must keep to the agreed contract, but 

the provider must ensure the user does not exceed the agreed data input for the sake of 

other users, and the integrity of the entire network service. The concept of source 

policing thus arises, where the network ensures that each input connection keeps to the 

bounds of cell input which have been agreed. 

Several mechanisms for source policing have been investigated in recent research [57], 

[58]. Methods such as the 'Leaky Bucket' [59],  [60] are used to control the peak input 

rate by incrementing a counter every time a cell is received, and blocking the arrival of 

more than a certain number of cells in a given time period. Other methods based on 

window schemes [61] have the same effect. In general it is easier to control the peak 

rate of cell input to the network than it is to control the mean rate and the length of 

bursts. This is because of the longer time required to average measurements for mean 

rate, and the difficulty of determining the beginning and end of bursts. Standards are 



not yet developed in this area, and are dependent on definitions of traffic profiles 

which are also not yet clear. 

2.4 	B-ISDN Standards, Implementations, and Trials 

2.4.1 Standards 

The existing set of standards for B-ISDN are in terms of CCITF recommendations 

detailed in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 	CCITT recommendations on B-ISDN 

Num Title Description 

1.113 Vocabulary of terms for Definition of terms used for B-ISDN 

_____ broadband aspects of ISDN  

1.121 Broadband aspects of Principles of B-ISDN 

ISDN  

1.150 B-ISDN ATM functional ATM cell header functions for routing, 

characteristics priority, flow control. 

1.211 B-ISDN service aspects Classification and description of B-ISDN 

services, synchronisation, timing. 

1.311 B-ISDN general network Networking - routing, switching, 

aspects I Signalling, 	Traffic control 

1.321 B-LSDN protocol reference I Overview of functions in layers and 

model and its application sublayers, extension to 1.311 

1.327 B-ISDN functional Basic architecture model, network 

architecture capabilities 

1.361 B-ISDN ATM layer ATM cell structure. Cell header and its 

specification I coding 
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1.362 B-ISDN ATM adaption Principles of the AAL, sublayering, 

layer (AAL) functional segmentation and reassembly (SAR) 

description  

1.363 B-ISDN ATM adaption Specifications for 4 AAL protocol types 

_____ layer (AAL) specification  

1.413 B-ISDN user-network Reference configurations, Interfaces at 

interface 155.520 Mbitis (622.080 MbitJs) 

1.432 B-ISDN user-network Electrical / optical parameters, interface 

interface - physical layer structure (SDH frame), Header error 

specification control 

1.610 OAM principles of the Operation And Maintenance principles 

B-ISDN access  

The comparatively rapid pace of standards development [14], has been driven by the 

telecommunications equipment manufacturers and network service providers who are 

keen to take advantage of the potential of high bit rate services becoming an everyday 

fact of life, and consequently being able to profit from this. ATM standards have been 

developed from narrowband ISDN standards, and incorporate interfaces to existing 

digital transport mechanisms. Particularly notable is recommendation 1.432, which is 

concerned with the interface to existing optical fibre transport mechanisms known as 

Synchronous Digital Hierarchy [62], [63], [64]. It is this interface which will provide 

transport for large numbers of A1'M cells concentrated together, and because the 

standard is used for the current generation of transport equipment, ATM facilities can 

be added piecemeal to the existing network. A description of the B-ISDN architecture 

and protocol can be found in the standards in table 2.2 and in several review articles 

[65], [66], [67]. 
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2.4.2 Evolution of the Broadband Network 

The need for broadband provision is driven by trends in business and society, and the 

potential for profit in supplying these needs. The ability to introduce broadband 

capabilities at an economic cost is determined by advances in the key technologies of 

high-speed integrated circuits, and fibre optics, together with the development of 

techniques needed to apply them. The move towards a fully integrated broadband 

network will be evolutionary [68], [69] and ATM facilities will be introduced in 

stages over a period of time. An evolutionary process is envisaged because of the 

continuing development of applications, technologies and ATM standards. At this 

point in time the nature of future applications cannot be known, though there is 

interest from the network operators especially in generating new ideas [70], these must 

be given the chance to establish themselves. Because of the limitations on capital and 

installation investments for new broadband equipment, broadband services will be 

introduced as demand increases from customers. 

The initial stages of broadband introduction will be assisted by the conversion of 

telecommunications transport equipment to the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) 

standard which is now ongoing. This standard offers advantages to current circuit 

switched narrowband JSDN transport, and is seen as the most effective transport 

protocol for B-ISDN and ATM. 

The addition of ATM facilities to the existing network might be in areas such as high-

speed LAN interworking, high-resolution image transfers, and interactive multiLmedia 

communications. Initially ATM will be offered as a permanent virtual circuit 

operating as a separate sub-network, though sharing the transport infrastructure of 

narrowband ISDN. This ATM overlay network will grow as demand grows, first to a 

switched ATM network, and then to a fully ATM-based network. The overlay 

approach will enable network operators to gain experience in management of the ATM 

network, as it expands under customer demand. Introduction of ATM private 
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networks are also likely to drive up the usage of ATM facilities in the public network. 

In the long term an ATM core network is envisaged serving a wide range of cell relay 

and circuit applications. The early stages of the development of a B-ISDN network or 

sub-network are already to be seen through the activities of network operators. 

2.4.3 Introduction of B-ISDN Networks 

In North America AT&T has introduced ATM compatible equipment for high speed 

packet switching known as Switched Multimegabit Data Service (SMDS) and frame 

relay, an update of X.25 packet switching [71]. In Europe, there have been field trials 

of limited scale ATM networks in Germany and Switzerland [72] and Belgium, 

France and Spain [73] involving ALCATEL. 

Other network providers such as British Telecom have developed their own ATM 

based Local Area Network (LAN) platforms to implement the technologies required 

for broadband networks and to gain experience in the operation and maintenance 

aspects as well as network management [74], [75]. Work done in the Universities also 

includes sophisticated ATM networks. Columbia University in New York has 

operated a programme called MAGNET for a number of years [76], [77]. 

Although much of the research into ATM techniques is carried out by analytical 

means and simulation, a valuable insight into network operation can be gained through 

the implementation of ATM networks. 

2.5 The Slotted Ring Test Bed 

2.5.1 Background 

At the beginning of this project in 1989, the development of Broadband ISDN 

networks was at an early stage. Many of the issues that have been defined in the 
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CCITF reconimendations of Table 2.1 were still undecided, and the choices which 

have since been made, were at that time still open to debate. There was considerable 

interest in slotted ring technology for switching ATM traffic and for use as a Local 

Area Network for ATM traffic. Integrated Local Area Network (ILAN) projects had 

existed for some years and two projects in particular influenced the direction of this 

research project, MAGNET [76] and ORWELL [78]. More recently work in Japan on 

the ATMR protocol [79] has taken place but here the MAGNET and ORWELL 

ILANs are considered as they had a bearing on the development of this project. 

2.5.2 The MAGNET Project 

MAGNET is a project initiated in the Center for Telecommunications Research, 

Columbia University, New York, in 1985. The stated objectives of the MAGNET 

project were to: "address fundamental issues and identify open questions arising in the 

design of the architecture of a Network Testbed for Integrated Local Area Network 

(ILANs) supporting video, voice, data, graphics and facsimile'. These objectives have 

been pursued by a combination of theoretical investigations [76], [80], simulation 

studies [76], and exploratory designs and implementations [81], [82]. 

MAGNET is a slotted ring based ILAN linking multimedia integrated workstations 

known as EDDY, which provide access to real-time services such as televideo, video 

conferencing, and telephony, and access to data communication services by computer 

and facsimile. 

It was proposed to characterise the MAGNET network performance under various 

proposed control schemes, and a set of evaluation guidelines were established to 

investigate the behaviour of the network under different traffic types and mixes. The 

effect of multiplexing techniques and scheduling schemes were investigated to gain a 

better understanding of media access protocols and the "fairness" problems associated 

with a slotted ring. From these studies a set of adaptive protocols has been suggested, 
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controlled dynamically by a controller known as WIENER [77], adapting to network 

traffic load and changing user environment 

MAGNET was designed and ithplemented as a fibre optic slotted ring with two 

wavelength division multiplexed lOOMbitJs channels. The bandwidth capability of the 

system allows it to cany real-time video channels as well as voice and data. Different 

traffic classes have been defined to express the different requirements of traffic types 

and a Quality of Service has been defined for each class in order to evaluate network 

performance under changing conditions. 

The concept of a hardware testbed which would allow a study of the Media Access 

Control (MAC) protocol, as well as higher layer functions such as prioritisation of 

traffic classes and congestion management, was attractive at the start of this study. 

Particular interest in a specific MAC protocol, ORWELL, developed by British 

Telecom Research Laboratories, led to the decision to base the slotted ring testbed on 

the ORWELL protocol. 

2.5.3 The ORWELL Protocol 

ORWELL was developed as a high speed LAN I MAN media access protocol in 1984 

[83] at British Telecom Research Laboratories (BTRL). The main aim of the protocol 

was to provide an integrated services capability with complete flexibility of bandwidth 

allocation between traffic types. A slotted ring topology was chosen to obtain reduced 

delay time and increased throughput over token ring protocols by utilising destination 

release of slots. A slotted ring [84] is a ring with a pattern of circulating slots, each 

capable of holding a cell of data. Stations on the ring transmit cells by putting them 

in an empty slot which circulates to the destination station where the data is received, 

the slot being re-used or left empty, as shown in figure 2.6. 

The established media access protocols for rings at that time were token-passing, and 

the Cambridge slotted ring. These were not developed for integrated traffic, and their 
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performance has been shown to be inferior to ORWELL for dealing with delay 

sensitive services [85], [86]. 

Direction of Rotation 

Slotted Ring 

With 4 Slots 

Transmitting Station 
	

ReceMng Station 

Figure 2.6. 	Slotted ring topology 

As with all shared media protocols, ORWELL introduces a mechanism to ensure fair 

allocation of bandwidth between stations competing for access to the ring. The 

ORWELL protocol allows each station to transmit a pm-determined number of data 

cells before it must pause and wait for a reset signal. When all nodes are paused or 

have no data to transmit, the reset signal is generated to restore all stations to full 

transmit capability. Full details of the ORWELL protocol are discussed in chapter 3. 

From the initial work on ORWELL [78], and after the standardisation of the ATM 

structure by CCITF [24], a full specification of ORWELL was produced making it 

ATM compatible [38]. Some analytical work and simulation studies on the 

performance of the protocol have been carried out [85].  An optical fibre based test 

bed has been developed at BTRL for the evaluation of many issues surrounding ATM 

networks. This test bed employs the ORWELL protocol although much of the 

reported work [74], [75] does not explicitly deal with the behaviour of the protocol. In 

the development of ORWELL, it is clear that the protocol could be used as the basis 

for either an ILAN [87], [88], or as a ring type switch for ATM cells. 
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2.6 Summary 

A review of the concepts and research issues involved in B-ISDN is necessary to put 

the thesis in to context. B-ISDN has been developed as a solution to the integration of 

traffic sources of widely differing bandwidths and statistical characteristics using a 

common transmission medium and a common user interface. The testbed was 

developed to provide a better understanding of the ORWELL protocol and its 

application either as an ATM switching mechanism, or as a Local Area Network for 

integrated services traffic. The development of a hardware testbed as opposed to 

software simulations enables network parameters to be varied, and different 

simulations to be performed quickly. The ring protocol was also easily varied and 

customised. The disadvantage of the hardware testbed as a simulator was the lack of 

flexibility of network configuration, which was limited to a slotted ring. In spite of 

this limitation, the testbed has proved to be a useful tool in the analysis of the 

ORWELL protocol and the problems of congestion management in ATM networks. 

The design of the testbed and modifications made to the ORWELL protocol will be 

discussed in chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3 

Testbed Architecture 



	

3.1 	Introduction 

In this chapter, the design of a slotted ring testbed for the investigation of the 

ORWELL protocol, and of methods of ATM network congestion avoidance are 

described. Initially, a number of LAN media access protocols are compared and 

contrasted to show that the ORWELL protocol operating on a slotted ring has potential 

as a protocol for real-time traffic transmission. The choice of testbed architecture is 

then explained, and the hardware of each station's interface to the slotted ring is 

described in detail. The software processes which cause ATM cells to be generated 

and analysed are described, and the interface between these processes and the ring 

interface hardware is explained. 

Some features of the development of the testbed are also discussed, such as the use of 

a PASCAL simulator program, the use of programmable logic devices to implement 

the ORWELL protocol, and the parallel programming language OCCAM used to 

program Transputers. 

	

3.2 	Media Access Protocols 

In order to define an access protocol for the testbed, the protocols of existing Local 

Area Network (LAN) structures were studied, and their suitability for an Integrated 

LAN assessed. 

In the allocation of bandwidth amongst various stations sharing a transmission char!nel 

such as a ring or bus, an initial decision must be made to allocate the bandwidth 

resource in a fixed manner, with each station separately allocated 1/N of the total 

bandwidth, where N is the number of stations, or to allocate bandwidth as requested 

by stations. Since at any given time few of the N stations may be transmitting, much 

of the available bandwidth which might otherwise be allocated to these stations is 

wasted in a fixed bandwidth-allocation scheme. Bandwidth allocation on demand to 
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those stations with data to transmit leads to more effective use of the channel capacity 

and the following LAN topologies and protocols all employ demand-based allocation 

of bandwidth. The function of Media Access (MA) protocols is to ensure the 

available bandwidth is allocated efficiently, and fairly. 

The division of integrated services LAN bandwidth between various traffic types or 

traffic classes can also be performed in a fixed manner or a flexible manner. The 

Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) protocol [89], [90] which has been 

implemented as a high speed communications backbone network uses a fixed division 

of resources for isochronous (real-time) traffic and non-isochronous traffic. Studies 

have shown [91] that dynamic allocation of bandwidth resources between classes of 

traffic has advantages over fixed allocation, and given the unknown nature of future 

B-ISDN traffic, a dynamic allocation method seems sensible. For the testbed dynamic 

allocation of bandwidth between classes of traffic was chosen. Some of the existing 

Media Access protocols for LANs were investigated, and their suitability for 

integrated services, and in particular real-time traffic is discussed. 

3.2.1 Random Access Protocols 

The major application of random access protocols are for bus-based LANs, although 

these stem from the ALOHA protocol developed at the University of Hawaii for a 

ground-based radio system [84]. This work has been developed by many researchers 

and subsequently more refined protocols are in place for Ethernet [92] and IEEE 

802.3 [84] protocols. The concept of ALOHA and other random access protocols is 

that each station on the network transmits a frame of data when it has data to send, 

and the receiving station acknowledges successful transmission with an 

acknowledgement message. With more than one station able to transmit at any time 

there is the possibility of transmissions colliding and both data frames being 

corrupted, if this occurs no acknowledgement will be sent. A station will wait for a 

period of time after sending its data frame to receive an acknowledgement that the 
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data was received, and if the frame was lost it simply waits for a random length of 

time before re-transmitting. The fairness criteria is assured by the random access of 

each station to the available bandwidth. The ALOHA protocol works well if there is 

low usage of the channel, but throughput of good packets actually decreases as the 

level of attempted transmissions is increased over a certain point, due to the collision 

of data transmissions. The protocol has been analysed [84], [93] and for a Poisson 

distribution of arrivals at each station, the relationship between throughput and offered 

traffic is 

(3.1) 

Where S is the average number of successful transmissions per packet transmission 

time, and G is the average number of attempted packet transmissions per packet 

transmission time. The function reaches a maximum at G=0.5, where S = - 
2e 

Refinements of ALOHA for bus-based systems include the addition Of a listening 

capability firstly to detect if another station is transmitting, and secondly to listen to its 

own transmission and detect if a collision has occurred by another station commencing 

its transmission simultaneously. Networks with these features are known as Carrier 

Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CDMA/CD) systems and are widely 

used on LANs. 

Random access protocols are not well-suited to an integrated services LAN because of 

the random loss of data packets due to collision, and the unbounded maximum transfer 

delay time that a packet might experience. Re-transmission of data packets is not 

feasible for high-speed real-time traffic. The framelength of the IEEE 802.3 

CDMAJCD standard is at least 64 bits and a maximum of just over 1500 bits, so that 

loss of a frame could imply a significant loss of data. Although voice transmission 

over Ethernet has been implemented [131], a bus topology and random access protocol 

were discounted for the testbed because of these problems. 
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3.2.2 Token Ring 

A ring-based network does not have the collision problem of a random access bus-

based network because a ring is in fact a collection of point-to-point links. Data is sent 

from one point to the next and a circle is formed. As with a bus network, the frame of 

data being transmitted from one station to another must be addressed to the intended 

recipient so that other stations will not receive the data. In a ring LAN, stations will 

repeat data frames not addressed to themselves on to the ring so the destination station 

finally receives the data. In order to control allocation of the ring bandwidth for 

transmission, a polling mechanism known as token passing has been developed and is 

embodied in the WEE 802.5 Token Ring standard [84]. The token is a specially 

encoded bit pattern which may be transmitted from one station to another around the 

ring. When a station has data to transmit, it seizes the token and transmits a data 

frame for a lOms period of time known as the token holding time. After this, the 

station must relinquish the token and pass it to the next downstream station. If this 

station has data to send it will hold the token, otherwise it will retransmit to the next 

station and so on. The fairness criteria of the media access protocol is met by this 

token passing system, it also provides a ready indication of the intensity of traffic on 

the network since the token will cycle more quickly on a lightly loaded ring than on a 

ring where many stations have data to transmit. When a station has the token and is 

transmitting, data circulates around the ring to the destination station where it is 

copied, and arrives back at the source station which deletes the data from the ring. 

This is called source-deletion of data. 

Performance analysis of token ring protocols can be found in [93], where a number of 

expressions for average transfer delay of packets are derived. The maximum delay 

time that a packet could experience is the token cycle time, since within each token 

cycle time, every ring station will transmit its queued data. A general expression of 

the cycle time Te, for polling based networks will serve as an estimation of the 
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maximum packet delay, so where M = number of stations on the network, N = average 

number of packets of mean length X bits stored at a station when it receives the token, 

R = the channel capacity in bits/s, and w = the token transfer time between stations 

Tc =Mt"Ni+w ') 	 (3.2) 

!VXR is the mean time required to empty the queue at a station 

Relating this to the ring throughput which is defined as: 

Throughput S = (average arrival rate / network capacity) 

Assuming each station has the same mean arrival rate = X (symmetric loading) then, 

N=X .Tc 	 (3.3) 

S=MX .(X() 	 (3.4) 

hence, 	Tc=Mw+STc 	 (3.5) 

Tc = Mw/(1-S) 
	

(3.6) 

This shows that for a ring LAN employing token passing as a media access protocol, 

the maximum packet delay increases with the number of stations on the network and 

also with the network throughput. By controlling access to the network and thus 

limiting the throughput, delays can be kept within certain bounds [132], however a 

token passing media access protocol was ruled out for the testbed in favour of other 

ring media access protocols which looked more promising in limiting packet transfer 

delay times. 

3.2.3 The Slotted Ring 

The slotted ring shares the ring topology of a token ring but is distinguithed by having 

one or more fixed length slots comprising of a constant number of bit positions which 

circulate continuously around the ring, see figure 3.1(a). The slotted ring is analogous 

to a set of rotating doors conveying people (packets) from inside a building to outside 

(source to destination) or vice-versa, see figure 3.1(b). 
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Each slot of the ring can accommodate one mini-packet of data which will itself 

consist of a header containing the destination station address, and a data payload. 

Since a circulating pattern of slots must be supported by the ring, the ring latency (the 

length of time taken for a bit to completely circulate the ring) will determine how 

many slots of a particular size can exist on the ring. For example a lOMbit/s ring 

gives a bit-time of 0.1us. With a typical propagation delay of 5us per kilometre of 

cable, clearly 50 bits can be supported by each kilometre of cable. A ring with 10 

stations each having a delay of 10 bits, connected by 2km of cable can support a 200 

bit pattern which might consist of four 50-bit slots or three 64 bit slots with a gap of 8 

bits. To increase the ring latency, shift registers may be used to pad out the number of 

bits supported by the ring allowing more slots to exist. 

A number of slotted ring protocols have been developed one of which, the Cambridge 

Ring [94], is a forerunner of the ORWELL protocol, and has been analysed as a 

possible LAN for integrated traffic [86]. With the Cambridge Ring, access to slots 

from a station is controlled by three rules: 

(i) a station can occupy only one slot on the ring 

(ii) slots are cleared on their return to the source node (source release) 

(iii) a station may not re-use the slot it has just cleared or the one immediately 

following. 

Rules (i) and (iii) ease hardware constraints and rule (ii) ensures an even distribution 

of available bandwidth (fairness). The slot format for the Cambridge Ring is shown 

in figure 3.2. 

There are a total of 38 bits of which 32 bits are the mini-packet contents, 16 bits of 

address information and 16 bits of data. Of the other 6 bits, 3 are used to implement 

the ring's media access protocol indicating status, such as when the slot is full or 
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(a) Slotted Ring 	 Station B 

(b) Rotating Door 

Figure 3.1 	Slotted ring topology and rotating door analogy 

empty, and 3 are response bits from the receiving station to act as an 

acknowledgement to the transmitter. 
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38 Bits 

8 Bits 8 Bits Source 16 Bits Data 
Destination Address 
Address 

I 	I 
I 	 I 

slot status bits 	 destination response bits 

Figure 3.2 	Slot Format for Cambridge Ring 

Transfer delay analysis of packets carried over the Cambridge ring has been 

undertaken [86], but some of the problems highlighted for use as an ILAN are: a high 

overhead of header bits to data bits, the existence of quasi-stable states affecting the 

usable bandwidth of the ring, and source release of slots requiring them to completely 

circulate the ring before being re-used. There is no ready indication of traffic 

intensity on the network such as the token rotation time seen on a token ring. Studies 

comparing the Cambridge ring to ORWELL as an access protocol for integrated 

traffic have found ORWELL delivers a superior performance [85]. 

3.2.4 ORWELL protocol 

The ORWELL media access protocol was developed at British Telecom Research 

Labs in 1984 by J.L. Adams and R.M. Falconer [78],  [82] as a protocol for an 

integrated services LAN that could be adapted to any new traffic source, and as such it 

fitted in well with the development of ATM, particularly with the choice of a slotted 

ring capable of transmitting data in the form of mini-packets. The ORWELL slotted 

ring employs destination release of slots to improve access delays, but has to introduce 

a mechanism to ensure fair distribution of the network bandwidth among competing 

stations. The ORWELL fairness mechanism is based on a counter present at each 

station which is incremented whenever the station transmits a mini-packet into a 
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passing empty slot. If the counter reaches an agreed maximum value for the node 

(Di), the station enters what is known as the PAUSED state and further transmissions 

are temporarily inhibited. Downstream nodes are therefore allowed to access slots 

which might have been filled by the PAUSED station. The stations on the ring which 

have become PAUSED must be reset once all stations which have data to transmit 

have done so. This is achieved by a mechanism where a station which is PAUSED or 

IDLE (has no data to send) may not use an empty slot, but may mark it as a TRIAL 

slot. If the TRIAL slot arrives at a node which has data to transmit and is not 

PAUSED it will be overwritten and the data transmitted, however if the TRIAL slot 

circulates the ring and returns to its originating station the TRIAL slot is converted to 

a RESET slot. The RESET slot circulates the ring resetting all of the stations' 

counters (known as D-counters) to zero. Figure 3.3 illustrates the protocol. 

The ORWELL protocol is suitable as an integrated services LAN protocol as: 

1. A much tighter bound on the maximum packet transfer delay time can be obtained 

for an ORWELL mini-packet than for the other protocols considered, partly 

because the length of an ORWELL RESET cycle is much less than the token 

rotation time of a token ring, and all ORWELL stations gain access to the ring 

within a RESET cycle, rather than having to wait for an entire token rotation 

cycle. 

2. It provides a means to recognise traffic intensity on the network by means of the 

time between resets (reset interval) which will be low for light traffic loads and 

high for heavier loading. 

3. It has the ability to handle unbalanced loads efficiently. 

4. By destination release and reuse of slots, the ring can offer an effective bandwidth 

higher than the ring data transmission rate. 

The reset interval, or its inverse the reset rate, is an indication of the available 

bandwidth remaining on the ring and as such provides a novel and fully distributed 

method for network load control. 
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Station A is transmitting to Station D using all available slots and blocking access 

for stations B and C. Station D has no data to transmit and renders the received 

slots empty. 
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Station A has transmitted its full Di allocation of mini-packets, and has become PAUSED. 

The other Stations now have access to empty slots. Station A will convert EMP1'Y slots 
to TRIAL slots, and will convert its own TRIAL slot to a RESET slot if it succeeds in 

circulating the ring. 

Figure 3.3 	ORWELL Media Access Protocol Operation 
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The ORWELL protocol was chosen as the basis for the testbed media access protocol 

because of its suitability for integrated services traffic and the interest in ORWELL in 

the late 1980s. The information of ORWELL available in 1988 was a preliminary 

specification, and after ATM standardisation, ORWELL was specified as a fully ATM 

compatible protocol [38]. The testbed utilises the ORWELL concept but does not seek 

to implement the full specification due to limited resources, time and interest in other 

aspects of the investigation. An analysis of the testbed media access protocol 

performance is given in chapter 5. 

3.3 	Testbed Architecture and Protocol 

3.3.1 Network Architecture 

A diagram of the testbed architecture is given in figure 3.4. Four independent stations 

are connected to the four-slot ring. Each station consists of a ring-interface card, a 

packet-level-interface card, and a traffic generator/analyser. 

Figure 3.4 	Testbed Architecture 
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The ring-interface card is a flL-based printed circuit board with Programmable 

Logic Devices (PLDs) implementing the testbed protocol. The packet-level-interface 

is based on a T222 16-bit transputer used as a microcontroller to interface to the ring-

interface card via input and output FIFO buffers, and the traffic generator/analyser 

which is a T800 32-bit transputer. The transputers for all of the four nodes are 

connected together via INMOS links [95] to a PC running a controlling program to 

collect and store results from the simulation exercises. The transputer programs are 

downloaded from the PC in a Transputer Development System (TDS) [96] 

environment at the start of a simulation. It is interesting to note that transputers are 

also used as hardware controllers on the MAGNET project [76]. They are particularly 

useful for real-time measurements because of onboard timers, and in the testbed they 

provide high processing power and a simple method of communicating results through 

serial links. 

3.3.2 Physical Layer of the Testbed 

The fabric of the testbed slotted ring is a shift-register contained on the ring interface 

card. Each station requires a 59-stage shift-register to perform its input and output 

operations on the ring. A further 126 stages are added at each station with the 

additional shift-register making a total of 185 stages, see figure 3.5. 

The decision was taken to use shift-registers as the medium to support the slotted ring 

pattern rather than undertaking the design of interfaces to cable or fibre as this was 

considered not to be the main emphasis of the testbed development. The ring employs 

hi-phase (Manchester) coding of data so that future work could extend the ring to use 

cable or fibre, and station synchronisation to the incoming data would be possible. 

The second reason for encoding the data was to use a code violation [73] to signal the 

start-of-slot marker. As the slots circulate around the ring, and approach a station, the 

station must synchronise on the start of the slot to correctly read the header and 

receive the data packet contained in the slot. A unique identifier for the start of the 
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slot can be created by using a binary sequence that cannot occur in normal data as 

shown in figure 3.6. 

Station 1 

59 SIR Stages 	Shift register 
126 stages 

Station 2 
Shift register 	 59 S/R Stages 
126 stages 

Shift register 
126 stages 

Station 0 
59 S/R Stages 

Station 3 

Shift register 	59 S/R Stages 
126 stages 

Slot 176 Slot 176 Slot 176 Slot 176 Gap 36 
Bits Bits Bits Bits Bits 

Figure 3.5 	Organisation of Testhed Ring 

The ring hardware is designed to operate up to 2MHz when encoded, or a data rate of 

1 Mbitls. In the simulations described in chapter 6 however, a data rate of 500 kbitls 

was used to allow the traffic generator/analysers more processing time. This data rate 

gives a round ring propagation time of 740us. 

3.3.3 Media Access Protocol of the Testbed 

The structure of the testbed slot is shown in figure 3.7 
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Code 
Violation 

Data to be 
encoded 

Clock witi 
I cycle pe 
bit cell 

Manchestc 
encoded 
data 

Code Violation for Start of Slot 
Marker is four bit cells long 

Figure 3.6 	Manchester Code and the Start-Of-Slot Marker 

88 Data Bits 
176 Encoded Bits 

64 - Bit Data Payload 

L L 8- Bit Destination Address Field 

8 - Bit Destination Address Field 

4 - Bit Slot Control Field 

Start of Slot Marker 
4 - Bit Field 

Figure 3.7 	Testbed Slot Structure 
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The slot header consists of the 4-bit start of slot marker followed by 4 control bits. 

The slot will then contain the 80-bit packet of which the first 8 bits are to be the 

destination address. Figure 3.5 shows the slot structure of the whole ring which 

supports four slots, and a gap between the end of the fourth slot and the beginning of 

the first slot. In the figure, the bits are encoded data bits and are equivalent to one 

shift register cell each. The preliminary ORWELL slot structure was similar with a 

20-byte packet and 4 control bits [83]. Later specification of ORWELL [38] gave it a 

5-byte header and 48-byte payload in common with the ATM packet. It was not the 

purpose of the testbed to be fully ATM compatible so its specification was not 

changed. The 4 control bits labelled D, 5, M, T, are used to implement the testbeds 

media access protocol. The bits D, and 5, are used to define the type of slot, as shown 

in table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 	Slot Control Bits D and S 

D S Description of Slot Type 

O 0 Empty or Trial (depends on bit T) 

o 1 Reset 

1 1 0 1 Full 

Bit T is used to indicate that the slot is a TRIAL slot, and bit M is used by the monitor 

to delete slots with corrupted destination addresses. If a FULL or RESET slot has its 

destination address corrupted, it will circulate the ring forever, unable to find its 

destination, and unable to be overwritten by any other station. To prevent this 

happening, the M bit is set to I each time a FULL or RESET slot passes the monitor 

station. If the slot reaches the monitor by circulating again it will be detected as its M 

bit will be '1 and it will be rendered EMPTY. A flowchart of the Media Access 

Protocol is shown in figure 3.8. It is similar to the ORWELL protocol in most 

respects but one important difference is that a station may re-use a slot which it has 

just received and stripped. Because the testbed protocol is implemented on PLDs, this 
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Figure 3.8 	flowchart of the Testbed Media Access Protocol 

feature and others of the protocol can be changed with ease. The PLD software is 

written in a 'C' type language called TANGO [97]. TANGO is similar to the industry 

standard ABEL [98], both are logic compilers allowing a relatively high level 

description of logical operation. The source files for the PLDs are contained in the 

departmental document for this project [99]. 



A block diagram of the ring-interface card is shown in figure 3.9. The serial section 

contains the shift-register stages in line with the ring, it includes decoding and 

encoding of the Manchester encoded data, and interfaces directly to the FIFOs of the 

packet-level-interface card. The received slot header is decoded by the header-

decoder block identifying the slot as FULL, EMPTY, TRLA.L, or RESET, and 

comparing the cell address with the station address to see if the cell should be 

received. The new slot header is multiplexed into the serial stream for the transmitted 

slot. 

Node Address and 
Node Data Registers 

Timing 	 Header 

Section 	 Decoder 

Serial Section 

Input From 	 I 	Output to 
Ring 	 Ring 

T 
16-bit Output 	16-bit Input 	 Control 
Bus 	 Bus 	 Signals 

Figure 3.9 	Block Diagram of the Ring Interface Unit 

The timing section includes the start-of-slot detector and synchronises data transfers 

within the circuit. The header-decoder interprets the slot header and sets flags to 

control data transfers from ring to FIFOs and vice-versa, it also interacts with the 

various registers and counters contained in the register-section to allow the hardware 
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to implement the media access protocol described. Some of the counters and registers 

are described below to illustrate how the protocol is implemented. 

Node Address Register: 	Contains the stations address for comparison with 

incoming slot destination address field. 

Node Data Register: 	Contains the stations allocated D-count (4-bits), the 

number of slots on the ring (3-bits), and a bit to identify 

the monitor station. 

D-Counter: 	 Loaded from the Node Data Register and decremented 

each time a slot is filled until it reaches zero when the 

PAUSED flag is set. 

Outstanding Reset Counter: Used to prevent multiple resets occurring. When a reset 

is received, the Outstanding Reset Flag is set inhibiting 

further resets, and the Outstanding Reset Counter is 

loaded with the number of slots on the ring. It 

decrements to zero as each new slot arrives until, at 

zero, the Outstanding Reset Flag is reset. 

Initialise Counter: 	This counter is used by the monitor node to lay down a 

pattern of slots on the ring at initialisation. 

Access to the hardware implementing the protocol allows the detailed analysis of slots 

arriving at a station by use of a logic analyser. This is a feature normally unavailable 

in software simulations, and consequenfly they do not offer this level of detail. A 

simulation of the node hardware was written in PASCAL prior to the hardware design 

of the ring-iriterface card. Many of the details of timing, and decoding of the slot 

header, were worked out at this stage. The simulation was extended as far as a single 

station on a three slot ring, but because of the length of time required to process at this 

level, the simulation was dropped in favour of a hardware testbed. As the prototype 

ring-interface card was built, it was tested by replacing software procedures from the 

PASCAL program by the prototype hardware interfaced through a PC prototype card 



using TURBO PASCAL 'port procedures to read and write data to TTL latches [100]. 

A listing of the PASCAL simulator is given in the departmental document for this 

project [99].  A photograph of the ring-interface card is shown in plate 3.1. 

3.4 	Packet-level Interface for the Testhed 

The Ring-Interface Card which implements the testbed's media access protocol (as 

described in the preceding section) interfaces the data on the ring to two 16-bit wide 

FIFO buffers. The packet-level interface card provides an interface between the 

FIFOs and the traffic generator/analyser software running on the T800 transputers as 

shown in the testbed architecture diagram figure 3.4. Connections are made between 

the T222 and T800 transputers using 10Mb/s serial INMOS links. 

The functions required of the packet-level interface are: 

• To initialise the ring-interface card and provide timing synchronisation to the 

traffic generator/analysers. 

• To maintain packet level communications over the testbed ring, 

• To ensure FIFO overflow does not occur, 

• To monitor the ring's reset rate, and pass this information to the T800, 

• To monitor the output buffer length (number of packets in the FIFO), and pass this 

to the T800. 

3.4.1 Packet Transmit and Receive Processes 

The packet-level interface card is based around an INMOS T222 transputer [95] 

which has a 16-bit data bus and four bi-directional hardware links. A block diagram 

of the card is shown in figure 3.10, and a photograph is shown in plate 3.2. The ring-

interface cards and packet level interface cards combined in the testbed are shown in 

plate 3.3. 
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Only one of the four IINMOS links is used to interface to the T800 traffic 

generator/analyser transputer which resides on a plug-in PC card [101]. Packets are 

transferred on these links as an array of 5 x 16-bit words, the first 8 bits of which give 

the address of the destination station. Further details of the packet structure are given 

in chapter 6. 

INMOS Links to Traffic Generator/Analyser 

T222 

Receive 	Transmit 	TX FIFO 
	

Reset Rate 	Control of signals to 
FIFO 	FIFO 	Counter 	Counter 	Ring Interlace Card 

flu 
Figure 3.10 Block Diagram of Packet-Level Interface Card 

At the start of a simulation period, the ring-interface card must be initialised with 

information in its node address register and node data register, and a pattern of slots 

laid down on the ring. The required information is passed down a pipeline of 

transpuier links from the root transputer running the simulation control program. 

Transputer pipelines and programming in OCCAM are discussed in section 3.5. The 

controlling transputer generates a timing initialisation signal which is connected to the 

interrupt lines of all 1222 transputers. This interrupt causes the T222 devices to 

communicate immediately with the T800 devices which are programmed to read their 
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own internal timer values and store the result. In this way the T800 traffic 

generator/analysers are synchronised to within lus of each other at the start of the 

simulation. The 1222 also reads the reset rate counter and the output buffer counter to 

obtain initial values. The reset rate counter is incremented by the arrival of a valid 

reset slot, and the output buffer counter is incremented when a word is read from the 

buffer by the ring-interface card. 

Once initialisation is complete, packet transmission can proceed. The T222 waits for 

the arrival of a packet on its INMOS link. Once a packet has arrived, the output 

buffer counter is read and compared with previous data to calculate the output buffer 

length. If the specified length is exceeded, the received packet is discarded as it is 

considered to be lost due to buffer overflow, otherwise the packet is written word by 

word into the output buffer. The effective length of the output buffer can be 

dimensioned using software and this can be used to control the maximum packet 

delay, as discussed in section 6.2.2. The addition of data to the buffer is noted for the 

calculation of output buffer length. 

In parallel with the transmit process, a receive process polls the empty flag of the input 

buffer to detect if data has been written to it from the ring-interface card. If it detects 

data present it waits for one slot duration to ensure the entire slot has been written into 

the buffer and reads five 16-bit words from the buffer. The individual words are 

assembled into array format and output to the traffic analyser. 

3.4.2 Reset Rate monitoring 

The reset rate parameter is an indication of loading on the network. At low levels of 

applied traffic, most stations will be idle and emitting TRIAL slots which are 

converted to RESET slots when they circulate back to the originating node. As traffic 

levels increase, the probability that the TRIAL slots will be overwritten with data 

increases, and the time between resets increases, decreasing the reset rate. Each time a 

valid RESET slot is received at a node, a flag is set and this is used to increment the 
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reset counter. To obtain a value for the reset rate, the counter is read at regular time 

intervals and the difference between readings used as the number of resets received in 

that interval. The interval between readings of the counter must be less than the 

(minimum reset interval) x (maximum counter value). If the minimum reset interval is 

taken to be the ring rotation time, the 8-bit counter is modulo 256, so the maximum 

interval for reading the counter is 740us x 256 = 190ms. The minimum interval for 

reading the counter depends on the degree of averaging required, but for a reset count 

of at least 1 to be guaranteed for a Di allocation of 15, (the maximum possible 

allocation for this testbed), the interval should be 1 ims. An interval of 30ms was 

selected for the testbed. 

3.5 Programming in OCCAM 

OCCAM is the natural language to choose when programming the transputer family of 

microcomputers since it was developed as a high-level language specifically for the 

Transputer. The language is designed to support parallel processes which can either 

run on the same processor by a user-transparent scheduling system and 

communicating via software channels, or on multiple processors communicating via 

hardware channels which are in fact 10 Mbitls serial links (INMOS links). 

Transputers have on-board hardware timers accessible to the user, and an event input. 

The OCCAM language defines three types of process: SEQ, PAR and ALT [133]. 

SEQ (sequential) processes are similar to the sequential programs written in non-

parallel languages. They may contain assignments, conditional statements and loops. 

the PAR statement is used to make two SEQ processes run in parallel. For example: 

PAR 

SEQ 

.process 1 
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...process 2 

is used to make process 1 and process 2 run in parallel. The execution of this stage of 

the program will not finish until both process 1 and process 2 have terminated. 

The ALT statement is used to accept inputs from a number of channels or timers on a 

first come first served basis. 

Consider the following example: 

ALT 

chani ?varl 

...process varl 

chan2 ? var2 

...process var2 

In this case the channel which receives data first will be serviced first, and when its 

service procedure is completed, the competition will start again. Further information 

on OCCAM programming can be gained through 'An Introduction to OCCAM 

Programming' [102]. 

OCCAM is a high-level language, and is strongly typed, but it maps very well to the 

transputer's instruction set and is considered to be highly efficient. The ability to 

specify independent, parallel-running, transmit and receive processes was very useful 

for this application where packets are arriving from the ring-interface card and from 

the traffic generator in an unpredictable order and with an unpredictable distribution. 

In the packet level interface there are three parallel processes, as shown in figure 3.11. 

The transmit and receive processes have been described in section 3.3, and the third 

process is the reset rate counter which is initiated by a 30ms interval timer. The reset 

rate monitor is given high priority because of the need for an accurate reset rate 

measurement. Communication between the three processes is carried out by OCCAM 

channels. Parallel processes operate asynchronously with each other, and may not 
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have shared variables as the variable could be changed at unpredictable instants in 

time by different processes. To communicate, an outputting process sends a variable 

down a channel which can by inputted by the receiving process at a point in its 

program specified by the user. Only at channel communication statements do the two 

parallel processes synchronise, and once data has been transferred, they continue 

asynchronously. There is a danger of deadlock occurring when parallel processes are 

both trying to send data to each other or receive data from each other; they cannot 

synchronise, and cannot continue program execution until they do synchronise. This 

problem can be avoided by good programming. 

out.link 
	

in.link 
(from T8) 
	

(to T8) 

iti:i 

i*:i 
T128us 

7 Rx slot, " 
read counter, 
send slot to 
FIFO if< 

\maxy' 

RESET RATE 

T3Oms 

/ Check", 
Empty Flag, 
read in from 
FJFO if not 

Buffer 
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FIFO 
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(Read Reset Rate'\ 
counter and request 
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E flag FIFO 
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ALT 
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reset count 
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Figure 3.11 Packet-Level Interface Software Processes 
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In Figure 3.11, the communication channels to the T800 traffic generator/analyser are 

INMOS links. A software channel allows the reset monitor to pass its data to the 

traffic analyser by going through the receive process. In this case the receive process 

contains an OCCAM ALT statement to allow input from the reset rate monitor process 

and a timer controlled process looking for data arrivals. Whichever process 

communicates first will be served first. A full listing of the OCCAM software used in 

the simulator can be found in the departmental document [99]. 

3.6 Swnmary 

The testbed architecture has been the major area discussed in this chapter. The choice 

of a slotted ring local area network, and ORWELL protocol, was considered to be 

appropriate for integrated services traffic. ORWELL had generated interest as an 

ATM network protocol, particularly as the reset rate offered a means of determining 

the level of traffic on the network independently at each station. The hardware 

interface between the ring and ATM cells was explained in detail, as were the software 

processes used to generate and analyse cell delay and loss. Measurement of the 

ORWELL reset-rate, and the output buffer occupancy was also described. The 

generation of traffic for the testbed is described in chapter 4, this process determines 

the rate and statistical distribution of cells generated for transmission on the network. 



Chapter 4 

ATM Traffic Characteristics 
and Traffic Modelling 



	

4.1 	Introduction 

To carry out analysis or simulation on an ATM network in order to investigate some 

aspects of performance, it is necessary to make assumptions about the arrival pattern 

of ATM cells at the network inputs. It is desirable to be able to model either specific 

types of traffic likely to be present on such a network: voice, video or data traffic 

perhaps, or to model a multiplexed stream of ATM cells, which also requires 

knowledge of the characteristics of various traffic types. Because of the importance 

of accurate and efficient source modelling, a lot of work has been carried out in the 

field of characterising and modelling different traffic sources [45] [46] [47] [103]. 

The performance of an ATM network, and of a media access protocol such as 

ORWELL is dependent on the statistical characteristics of the traffic applied to it. 

Two obvious measures of traffic intensity are peak cell arrival rate, and mean cell 

arrival rate. These parameters alone do not fully characterise a traffic source, and 

some measure of the source burstiness is required. Several different methods of 

measuring burstiness are proposed in the literature, from cell rate variance [104], to 

maximum burst length [39]. The following section deals with the characteristics of 

various traffic sources, and models for these are outlined in section 4.2. The 

implementation of the traffic models on the network are discussed in section 4.3. 

	

4.2 	ATM Traffic Sources and Their Characteristics 

In this section, the characteristics of packetized real-time data sources i.e. voice, and 

video sources are discussed together with the characteristics of non-real-time traffic 

such as file transfers, and LAN interconnection. 

4.2.1 Voice Traffic 

Voice traffic in an uncompressed form can be considered to be a constant 64 kbitis 

data source. It is likely that on an ATM network, voice applications will make use of 



the fact that there are considerable periods of silence in voice transmission, 

particularly in a two-way conversation when there is normally a talker and a listener. 

The voice transmission can be characterised by periods of silence and by talkspurts, 

and bandwidth savings can be made by transmitting cells during talkspurts and not 

during silences. Two techniques are used to bridge periods of silence known as 

Hangover, and Fill-In. [105], [106]. Voice sources therefore, are likely to be either 

constant bit rate where there is no compression of data, or modulated constant bit rate, 

although more sophisticated methods of voice compression are available combining 

several techniques to reduce bandwidth requirements further [107]. The bandwidth of 

individual voice connections is relatively low compared to the bandwidth of a basic 

ATM path, and many connections are likely to be multiplexed in to one virtual path 

giving statistical averaging of the stream of cells. A 155.52MbitIs (SDHI) 

transmission interface to ATM provides bandwidth for about 1200 pairs of 64kbitis 

voice connections. 

.4.2.2 Video Traffic 

Video traffic has a far higher bandwidth than voice traffic, in the tens of Mbitls region 

before compression, and its statistical characteristics exhibit burstiness and 

autocorrelation features. Video codecs encode sequences of video images, and the 

ensuing data stream statistics depend on the type of codec used. In general there are 

three types of autocorrelation based on the repetitive nature of the video line, frame, 

and scene. 

Line correlation occurs because one part of an image is highly correlated with data on 

the same part of the next line (spatial correlation). Frame correlation occurs because 

data at one part of an image is highly correlated with data on the same part of the next 

image (temporal correlation). Scene correlation occurs because sequences of images 

within a scene may be related to each other to a greater or lesser extent, more so in 

slowly moving scenes. If a video codec does not compress images it will provide a 
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constant bit-rate output stream. The more highly compressing the codec is, the more 

variation in the output bit rate will occur, the statistical effect of which is a white 

noise like variation in the cell output rate from the codec. This white noise is a 

function of the type of coding scheme used, and is also subject to autocorrelation. 

The amount of buffering which can be applied to the video signal determines how far 

the correlation and burstiness can be smoothed out. Non-frame buffered video codecs 

have line, frame, scene and white noise correlation. Frame buffered video codecs have 

scene and white noise correlation only, and multi-frame buffered video codecs remove 

some of the scene correlation. For distributed video the amount of buffering is 

relatively unimportant provided both user and sender have sufficient memory for the 

scheme being implemented. For interactive video such as video telephony and video 

conferencing, voice and video data streams are delay sensitive and buffering must be 

restricted. Figure 4.1 illustrates the autocorrelation of frame buffered and non-frame 

buffered video codec output. 

The non-frame-buffered video exhibits peaks in its autocorrelation response at the 

frame repetition interval of 40ms. In both cases the scene correlation decreases in an 

exponential manner with time. 

In characterising the traffic statistics of video codecs, the image coding methods of the 

codec must be taken into account. Some of these methods are interframe Differential 

Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM), intra frame DPCM, Conditional Replenishment 

(CR), Motion Compensation (MC), and various methods of transform coding, such as 

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Run Length Coding (RLC), and Syntactic Coding 

are also used to compress the required bandwidth of the video signal. 
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Figure 4.1. 	Normalised autocovariance for a Frame buffered Codec and a Non- 

Frame Buffered Codec. 

Many studies of video coding methods have been pursued [108], [109], but ITU-T has 

recommended 2 video codec schemes for standardisation which are: 

1. The conditional replenishment video codec, H.120 [110], [111], which detects and 

transmits areas of movement between frames. 

2. The discrete cosine transform with motion compensation, H.26 I, MPEG [110], 

[112] which compresses the spatial frequency components of motion compensated 

successive frames. 
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These two video codecs exhibit line, frame and scene correlation. The objective of 

analytical models of video codecs is to introduce the autocorrelation features of the 

coding schemes at 40ms intervals for frame correlation and 

40ms / (number of lines) 

for line correlation. The autocorrelation has been shown to decrease approximately 

exponentially with temporal separation over a scene. 

4.2.3 Data Traffic 

The plethora of existing and future data sources, that is to say sources that are not 

time-delay critical, makes a general model difficult to generate. Low bit rate sources 

such as facsimile and electronic messaging are likely to be easily and efficiently 

handled by an ATM network, but the inter-connection of LAN networks and high-

resolution image transfer require greater data rates. In the future it is predicted that 

the interconnection of computer based LANs, or multimedia LANs based on ATM 

techniques themselves, will be a major source of traffic [45], [113]. A study of 

Ethernet traffic was made by Shoch and Hupp [114] in 1979, and more recent data is 

available from Fowler and Leland (1989) [45]. The studies show that there is 

variation in traffic offered to a LAN of seasonal and hour to hour basis in the same 

way as telephone traffic has a busy hour. At this level, variations in traffic are of 

more interest to engineers dimensioning the transmission capacity of a network. 

Within any hour, the fluctuations in traffic arrival from minute to minute can be 

modelled by a Poisson type arrival process as has been the practice when analysing 

computer data networks. The crucial part of the study, and the most problematic for 

ATM network designers, is that at a milli-second level, traffic arrival is highly bursty 

being characterised by the arrival of packet trains. A packet train is a closely spaced 

sequence of traffic cells with the same source and destination. This type of bursty 

data could be expected, as for instance, files are downloaded from a file-server to a 

desktop computer. 
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The ratio of peak to mean traffic intensity when considered at high time resolutions 

may vary much more than that seen when averaging over an hour. A variation of 

network utilisation of 10% to 40% is not uncommon in day to day operation of a 

LAN. The peak traffic intensity to mean traffic intensity ratio in this case would be 

from 10 to 2.5. In the study by Fowler and Leland, it is reported that when considered 

over any 5 second interval the peak to mean ratio was 152:1, and taken over any Sms 

interval the ratio was 715:1. This degree of burstiness cannot be modelled by a 

Poisson process. 

The characteristics of data transmission depend very much on the actual sources and 

the applications running, however, high burstiness at the cell level is a key feature of 

this traffic type. Methods of providing a traffic model will be considered in section 

4.3. 

4.3 	Modelling Traffic Sources 

A traffic source model should be designed to have the same statistical characteristics 

as the real source for those characteristics expected to influence the performance 

analysis or simulations. By measuring the statistical characteristics of the model and 

comparing them to a real source the model's accuracy can be verified. In the 

development of source models it can be desirable to provide as general a model as 

possible which can cover a range of traffic streams by altering model parameters, 

rather than developing a new model for each source [115]. The complexity of the 

model may put restrictions on simulation or emulation depending on the processing 

power of the simulating machine or testbed. This section covers some of the methods 

used to simulate traffic sources. 
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4.3.1 The Bernoulli, Binomial and Poisson Processes 

The Bernoulli process is a discrete time process where at each time interval there is a 

probability p that a cell arrival has occurred, and a probability q = (l-p) that no cell 

has arrived. The Bernoulli process is a memoryless process as the probability p is 

independent of any previous outcomes of the process. When n Bernoulli trials are 

conducted, the probability distribution formed is the binomial distribution. The 

probability density function of the binomial distribution is given by 

f(x) = (n,c)p'(l -p)'` 	 (4.1) 

The mean of the distribution = rip and the variance = np(1-p) [116]. 

The inter-arrival times of a Bernoulli process are geometrically distributed. If the 

number of trials tends to very many and the time between trials tends to very small, the 

corresponding continuous time probability distribution function formed for the 

probability of k arrivals in the time interval 1, where X is the mean arrival rate is the 

Poisson distribution: 
(At)" - 	 (4.2) fk(t)= 
k! e  

The interarrival times for the Poisson distribution are exponentially distributed, which 

can be seen by calculating the probability of zero arrivals, which decreases 

exponentially with t, that is 

= e_kt 	 (4.3) 

The Poisson distribution has been used to model call request arrivals in teletraffic 

analysis when there are a large number of independent uncorrelated sources [12], and 

in ATM systems is used in modelling cell arrivals from a large number of uncorrelated 

sources. 

Both Bernoulli trials and the Poisson process are members of a group of stochastic 

processes known as renewal processes. The Bernoulli process can be extended to 

batch arrivals where either fixed size or variable sized batches are allowed to occur in 

each time interval. In this case the average arrival rate will be pN, where N is the 
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mean batch size. This may be an appropriate way to model the arrival of packet trains 

associated with the transfer of computer data. Batch arrivals can also be dealt with by 

the Poisson process [117]. 

4.3.2 Markov Chains in Source Modelling 

A Markov chain is a stochastic process linking a number of distinct states. Figure 4.2 

shows an example of such a chain. 

0.3 

Figure 4.2 	Markov Chain 

The probability of transition from one state to another is defined on the arrows linking 

the states. If transitions can only occur at discrete intervals, the chain is known as a 

discrete time Markov chain. The probability that the next state will be any given state 

depends on the present state and the transition probability alone. The Markov process 

has the ability to remember only the present state. Analysis of the Markov chain [117] 

shows that there is a stationary equilibrium probability distribution for the probability 

of being in any one specified state in the chain, which is independent of the initial 

state after a length of time. 

Markov chains have been used to assist in the modelling of traffic sources. The burst- 

silence model of a voice source has been proposed [41], [48] to model the talking and 

silent periods in a conversation using a two state Markov chain shown in figure 4.3. 
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One state represents talkspurts or bursts, and the other state represents silence. Within 

the talkspurt state, cells are emitted at a constant rate, and no cells are emitted during 

the silence state. 

If 	The probability of transition from burst state to idle state = b, and 

The probability of transition from idle state to burst state = a, and 

the cell emission rate in the burst state = P, 

then the average burst length B= 1/b, 

and the average cell rate A = aP/(a+b) 

Figure 4.3 	Two State Markov Model of a Voice Source 

This model can be used to simulate sources of various levels of burstiness, and does 

not require high processing overheads making it suitable for the simulation of a 

number of multiplexed sources [41], [48], [118]. 

4.3.3 Auto Regressive Model for Video Codecs 

Analysis of video codecs has shown that they can be characterised in the time domain 

by their bit-rate distribution, and bit-rate autocorrelation [119]. The bit rate 

distribution is approximated as a gaussian distribution, and autocorrelation reduces 

exponentially with time. A modelling function for such a video source is the Auto 

Regressive (AR) process which is defined as: 

x(n) = Y(n) + E[x(n)] 	 (4.4) 

where, 

x'  (n) = Xa(n)x (n — m)+e(n) 	 (4.5) 



where x(n) is the quantity of information generated in the nth frame; E[x(n)] is 

expectation, a(n) is the model parameter, M is the model order, e(n) is a gaussian 

random process. Equation 3.4 shows that the information generated in the nth frame 

is the mean information quantity modulated by equation 4.5 which contains a 

Gaussian element for the Gaussian distribution, and an autocorrelated element based 

on a contribution from the previous M frames. 

4.4 	Traffic Generation in the Testbed 

The first experiments to be performed on the testbed were to characterise the cell 

throughput and ORWELL reset interval, whilst varying network parameters such as Di 

allocation and symmetry of loading. At this stage there was not the intention of 

modelling a specific traffic source, but rather to investigate the network performance 

under a number of possible cell arrival patterns. ATM traffic streams can be 

characterised by their mean rate, peak rate, and a measure of burstiness. It was 

decided that in the network characterisation stage, traffic models which allowed these 

parameters of the offered traffic to be varied would be used. 

4.4.1 Modelling the Cell Arrival Process 

As has been described in section 4.1, the variation in statistical characteristics of ATM 

traffic sources is extremely wide from constant bit rate to highly bursty sources. The 

traffic arrival processes chosen to evaluate the testbed's performance are listed in 

Table 4.1. 

At this stage the modelling of autocorrelated sources was not considered because of 

the complexity of the traffic models. To obtain results comparable between different 

arrival patterns, the mean arrival rate for each cell arrival pattern was calculated. 
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Table 4.1 	Traffic Models for Testhed Performance Evaluation 

Traffic Model Type of Source 

Deterministic Constant bit rate such as 64kbitls voice 

streams 

Bernoulli process Traffic 	sources 	of low 	to 	medium 

burstiness 	such as 	multiplexed 	voice 

streams 

Batch Bernoulli process 1 Bursty sources such as data traffic 

For deterministic, Bernoulli, and batch Bernoulli processes, arrival intervals are 

discrete-time units (Ta). The mean cell arrival rate (A mean) for these processes is, 

Deterministic process: 
	

A mean=l/(Ta) 

Bernoulli process: 
	

A mean = Pfcell arrival) / (Ta) 

Batch Bernoulli process: 
	

A mean = P(batch arrival)(mean batch size) / (Ta) 

4.4.2 Implementation of the Testbed Traffic Generation Process 

The testbed traffic cell is shown in figure 4.4. The cell contains an 8 bit destination 

address, an 8 bit source address, a 32 bit time-stamp corresponding to the packet 

generation time, a 16 bit sequence number which is used to look for lost cells, and a 16 

bit checksum to identify corrupted cells. 

The OCCAM software processes for the T800 Traffic Generator/Analyser processor 

are shown in figure 4.5. The cell generation process is controlled by a timer, the time 

interval of which may be varied to change the traffic intensity of the discrete-time 

source models. Hence deterministic and Bernoulli type arrival patterns are readily 

implemented. 
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16 Bits 

Destination Address Source Address 

Time Stamp #1 

Time Stamp #2 

Not Used Sequence Number 

Checksum 

Figure 4.4 	Testbed Cell Contents 

4.4.3 Random Number Generation 

One key requirement for the traffic generation process of the testbed is to be able to 

generate a random variable which can be used to determine cell arrival or non-arrival. 

Random number generators operate using a recursive relation in which the next 

number in the series is a function of the last one or two numbers. The series produced 

therefore requires at least one starting value which is known as the seed. The 

sequence produced is entirely deterministic, and the numbers produced are therefore 

pseudo-random although this is not necessarily a disadvantage as repeatability of a 

simulation experiment can be desirable. The series generated will have a cycle length 

where the same number pattern repeats itself. The desired properties of a generator 

function are as follows [1161: 

1. It should be efficiently computable, requiring low processor time to generate. 

2. The cycle length should be large so that the number sequence does not recycle. 

3. The successive values should be independent and uniformly distributed. That 

is to say the next value should not be correlated to the present value, and there 

should be an even distribution of the generated numbers across all of the 

possible variable values. 
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The first two properties are easy to establish, but the third requires a number of tests, 

and it is generally better to use an established generator with proven performance 

rather than to devise a new one. In the Traffic Generator/Analyser for the testbed, a 

type of Linear-Congruential Generator (LCG) known as a Multiplicative LCG has 

been used. The formula is 

x. = 7x_1  mod(2 3 ' — i) 	 (4.6) 

The random variable is stored as a 64-bit integer, and a different seed is used at each 

station, spaced 100,000 sequence elements apart using a table of values [116]: 

4.4.4 Analysis of the Testheci Cells 

As shown in figure 4.4, the testbed cells contain both source address and destination 

address. The addresses define the station and the traffic class if there is more than one 

type of traffic source model employed. At the receiving station, the traffic analyser 

will compare the time stamp of the received cell with the current time, and obtain a 

cell delay measurement. It will also check the sequence number to identify if any cells 

have been lost. The checksum is evaluated to ensure all received cells have no bit 

errors. 

The analyser records mean and maximum cell delay thnes from each source, as well as 

lost cell numbers from each source and passes this information to the controlling 

transputer at the end of the simulation. The Packet-Level Interface transputer 

continuously passes information regarding reset rate and output buffer length to the 

traffic analyser through the INMOS link. This information is also recorded and 

passed to the transmit process so that it can be used in access control. At the end of a 

simulation period, the traffic generator process stops cell transmission and signals to 

the receive process that this has happened. The traffic analyser process continues to 

analyse the cells passed to it, but stops all averaging calculations. The controlling 
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transputer sends requests to each T800 transputer in turn, for the stored data which it 

receives and files, using the host IBM PC filing system. 

communicate 

from 	\ ( 	to 
head 	1k head 

rx 
nd stored 	receive

I 

/ 	results 

receive receive slot results 	reset rate an 
buffer length / measurements reset rate and analyse 

l 	buffer length traffic type 
generate slot with measurements source station 

deterministic, bernouilli, or 	/ send to checksum 
atch bernouilli model 

TX packet delay 
packet los/ 

out.link 
to T222 

in.Iink 
from T222 

Figure 4.5 	OCCAM processes for the Traffic Generator/Analyser 

4.4.5 Control of the Simulation 

Control of the testbed simulation is managed by the T800 transputer which is running 

under the control of TDS. A number of fixed length simulations can be carried out in 

each run of the controller program. In this batch of simulations, one or more 

parameters such as traffic intensity, or Di allocation, can be varied to give a set of 

related results. Because the testbed is a hardware implementation, with a throughput 

of up to about 10,000 cells per second, simulations involving the transmission of a 
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million cells can be completed within two minutes, giving a high level of statistical 

consistency 

The results from each traffic generator/analyser are collected in arrays, and 

manipulated so that the cell delay and cell loss can be related to the station issuing 

those cells rather than the station receiving the cells. This facility is useful in 

analysing the effectiveness of access control and prioritisation of traffic classes to 

avoid cell delay and cell loss. 

4.5 Summary of the Testbed Traffic Models 

This chapter has shown how the testbed traffic generation process models the 

statistical characteristics of various ATM traffic sources. A model has been provided 

for constant bit rate services, multiplexed constant bit rate services, and bursty sources 

using respectively deterministic, Bernoulli and batch-Bernoulli processes. The level of 

burstiness in terms of peak cell rate to mean cell rate is variable, as is the mean cell 

arrival rate. These traffic sources are used in chapter 6 to characterise the testbed 

performance under differing traffic types, and in chapter 7 where two traffic classes 

are introduced to the testbed. 

The analysis of the testbed under conditions of maximum loading is considered in 

chapter 5, and the results from this are compared to measurements taken on the testbed 

in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5 

Testbed Analysis 



	

5.1 	Introduction 

In this chapter the Orwell protocol is analysed to derive a mathematical model for the 

maximum throughput, and maximum reset interval, of the slotted ring testbed under 

different traffic distributions. The predictions of these models are compared with 

another analysis of ORWELL given in [85], and will be compared with measured 

results from the testbed in chapter 6. The ORWELL reset rate mechanism is of 

particular interest since its use as an indicator of network loading has been proposed 

[78], [120], [121]. The analysis of the testbed at limiting values of ring throughput 

shows that the distribution of traffic on the network plays an important part in 

determining the maximum throughput and reset interval. 

	

5.2 	Stability Condition 

The stability condition defines the maximum load that the ring can carry. The 

stability condition is dependent on traffic flow, so the cases of a single transmitting 

station, and of a synmetrically loaded ring configuration are considered here. In both 

cases cells generated at each station are randomly addressed to other stations on the 

network. 

Some terms used in the analysis will first be defined. 

R = Ring rate (bits/s), is the rate of transmission of data bits on the ring. 

n = Number of stations on the ring. 

S = Number of slots on the ring. 

Ts = Slot duration time, the time between successive slots passing a point on the ring. 

Tr = Ring Latency, is the time taken for a slot to circulate the ring. 

RI = Reset Interval, is the time between resets. 
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5.2.1 Stability of the Ring with One Transmitting Station 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the utilisation of slots by a single station transmitting to all other 

stations at its maximum bandwidth. 

Receiving stations 
Transmitting station 	 release slots but do 
seizes all passing slots 	 not re-use 
and fills with data cells 

Empty slots ciculate back to 
the transmitting node 

Figure 5.1. 	Single Transmitting Station 

Each slot on the ring can be considered to be a server which services the queue of cells 

waiting at the transmitting station, one cell fitting exactly into one slot. Ignoring the 

effect of the reset mechanism, it can be seen that the interval between re-use of each 

slot i.e. the service time of each server (slot), is equal to Tr, the ring latency, as slots 

are only being used by the single transmitting station, and must completely circulate 

the ring before being re-used. In general the cell throughput, a for the testbed is 

given by the number of servers divided by the service interval, t 

Cr =S,tt 	 (5.1) 

The ring rate R can be expressed as a transmission rate of cells per unit time, Rii, 

which, since each slot holds one cell, is calculated as: 

Ri,= S/Tr 
	

(5.2) 

Therefore for a single transmitting node, because t =Tr it can be seen that, 

a = Rcell 
	 (5.3) 
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This result does not include the effect of the ORWELL reset mechanism which is 

considered in section 5.3. 

5.2.2 Stability of Ring with Symmetric Loading 

The configuration to be analysed is shown in figure 5.2. 

All stations transmitting 
at maximum intensity with 
transmit queues full 

Cells are randomly addressed 
to other stations on the ring 

Arriving slots are re-used 
by transmitting stations 

Figure 5.2 	Stability condition under symmetric loading 

In the symmetric case with random destination addressing of cells, the mean utilisation 

of each slot is the mean time taken to transport a cell from source to destination, since 

slots can be re-used by the destination station. The period of time that a slot is 

occupied in delivering a cell from source to destination is given by, 'r , where on 

average: 

'r =Tr/2 

hence using (5.1), and (5.2), 

ci = 2.R11 	 (5.4) 
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If slots cannot be re-used by the receiving station and must instead be passed on empty 

to the next downstream station as in the full ORWELL protocol, the service time, 'r is 

equal to the mean time taken to transport a cell from source to destination plus the 

time required for the slot to pass to the next station: 

= Tr12 + TrIn 	 (5.5) 

Using equations 5.1 and 5.5, 

TrJ_+.!-) 	
(5.6) 

(  

F (5.7) 

The relative utilisation of the ring bandwidth is given by: 

—-=2—(_ (5.8) 
n+2) 

Equation 5.8 is identical to that developed by Zafirovic-Vukotic and Niemeegers [85], 

using a multiple cyclic server model. Both results ignore the reset mechanism which 

will be considered in section 5.3. 

In general the results above show that the condition for stability depends on the 

loading on the ring and will vary from Rceii  to  2.Rce11.  This analysis assumes that 

stations are transmitting randomly and equally to all other stations. It should be noted 

that with particular loading patterns, the effective bandwidth of the ring could be 

greater than 2.Rceij. In a traffic pattern where every node is transmitting to its nearest 

downstream neighbour, the effective bandwidth is 4.R11.  This unusual traffic flow 

makes good use of the transport capabilities of rotating slots, but there are other traffic 

flows which result in poor utilisation of the ring bandwidth, as shown in section 5.3. 
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The size of the ORWELL ring in terms of slots does not affect the results obtained in 

this section. Figure 5.3 shows two ORWELL rings, one of size 1000 bits and one of 

size 10,000 bits. The ring rate is lOOMbitJs in both cases. The throughput given by 

equation 4.1 is the same in both cases because the ratio S/Fr is the same. The ring 

rate is the factor which predominantly affects the maximum throughput of the slotted 

ring, rather than the number of slots or size of slots. 

Ring 1 
1000 bits 

R= 10Mb/s 

10 slots of lOObits 
Tr= lOus 

Ring 2 
10000 bits 

100 slots of 100 bits 
Tr= IOOus 

Figure 5.3 	Comparing ORWELL Ring Sizes 

In simulation studies [85] that are not possible with the fixed dimensioning of the 

-. testbed, it has been shown that the number of slots does slightly affect the 

performance of the ORWELL protocol, reducing throughput for low numbers of slots. 

5.3 Analysis of the Reset Mechanism 

The ORWELL protocol has been described in chapter 3. The reset mechanism ensures 

fair access to ring bandwidth, and can be used to sense the load on the ring, however it 

introduces an overhead in the transmission rate as TRIAL and RESET slots do not 
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carry data. The following analysis determines the reset rate under extremes of 

loading. 

5.3.1 Idle Ring 

All stations when idle attempt to convert EMPTY slots to 'TRIAL slots and, if they 

receive their own TRIAL slot, will convert it to a RESET slot. When a station's Di-

allocation is reset by receiving a RESET slot, its Outstanding Reset Timer (ORT) will 

be activated and it will not be allowed to convert its received 1'RLkL slots to RESET 

slots during this period. The minimum reset interval is thus the period of the ORT, 

which in the ORWELL protocol is specified as the Ring Latency Tr. In the 

ORWELL paper by Falconer and Adams [78] simulation results agree with the 

minimum reset interval being equal to the ring latency. 

In the case of the testbed, when a station has been reset, it cannot be reset again within 

the ORT period which is Tr. The interval until this station is next reset depends upon 

which station on the ring originates the next reset, and how long the reset slot takes to 

arrive. On average if the next reset is equally likely to occur at any station, this time 

will be Tr/2, so the mean reset interval will be 

RJ(idle) = Tr + Tr/2 	 (5.9) 

5.3.2 Ring With One Station Transmitting at Maximum Intensity 

When one station is transmitting at maximum intensity, equal to the ring rate R, all 

TRIAL slots reaching the transmitting station are filled with data cells until the 

station's Di-allocation is exhausted and it becomes PAUSED. Figure 5.4 shows that 

the TRIAL slot passing the station immediately after it becomes PAUSED must 
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circulate to its originator, where it is converted to a RESET slot, and circulate back to 

the transmitting station to reset the Di-allocation. The following slot can then be used 

for cell transmission. The reset mechanism causes the transmitting node to pause for a 

period, Tpaused 

Tpaiued = Tr + TrIS 	 (5.10) 

The reset interval is the sum of the time spent transmitting T, and the time spent 

paused, Tpaused. 

Time spent transmitting TTX is the time required for Di slots to pass the transmitting 

station which is, 

Tp =DLTr/S 	 (5.11) 

using equations 5.1, 5.10, and 5.11, the Reset Interval is, 

RJ= 
S+D+1 	

(5.12) 
Rceu 

The throughput is the number of cells transmitted in the Reset Interval divided by the 

Reset Interval itself, hence using equations 5.10, 5.11, and 5.2, the maximum 

throughput is, 

a=i'_ 	 (5.13) 
L5+D +1) 

As Di tends to a large number, a tends to Rceii,  but for Di = 1, the reset overhead is 

very high, as only one slot in (S + 2) slots passing the transmitting station is carrying 

data. 
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Figure 5.4 	Reset mechanism with single transmitting station 

5.3.3 Ring With All Stations Transmitting at Maximum Intensity 

The reset mechanism is considered next when all nodes are transmitting at maximum 

rate, always having data ready to send. In this case, the assumption will be made that 

during the transmitting period, all of the slots circulating on the ring will be full all of 

the time, and that the nodes become PAUSED simultaneously. The reset process is 

then similar to that of an kile ring, requiring the full circulation of a TRIAL slot, and 

on average a further half circulation of the RESET slot before a station is reset. The 
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mean service time for each cell carried is Tr/2, and the number of servers available is 

S. It is assumed that all nodes have the same Di-allocation. 

The time required to transport n.Di cells is: 

• (Tr 

TTX = 	2 	 (5.14) 

The mean time each station is paused is 

Tpaused= Tr+ Tr/2 	 (5.15) 

using equations 5.14, 5.15, and 5.2, 

RI= nDi-3S 

2Rceu 
(5.16) 

(n 	\ 
a=2R&i 	

Th 
) 	 (5.17) 

Equation 5.17 illustrates that the ring throughput tends towards 2.R ceji when the 

product of n and Di increases, or as Di increases for a fixed number of stations. 

5.3.4 Three Stations Transmitting to Fourth Station 

Figure 5.5 shows the worst case traffic flow situation for the ORWELL ring. All 

stations are transmitting to one station which is idle. The level of traffic at each node 

is equal, except for the idle node, but the destination of the packets causes the 

ORWELL media access protocol particular problems. 



All cells addressed 
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A 
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Figure 5.5 
	

Asymmetric (worst case) loading of the testbed 

The source of EMPTY slots in figure 5.5 is the single destination station (D). The 

slots will be used by station (A) until that station becomes PAUSED, the slots from 

(D) then pass through (A) to station (B) which will transmit its full Di-allocation, and 

so on. The sequence of cell transmission is shown in figure 5.6. The distribution of 

destinations makes the ORWELL ring behave like a polling system or token ring. The 

time required to transmit all of the Di-allocations is: 

TTX  = (n-1).DLTr1S 
	

(5.18) 

The time each station is paused before the next starts to transmit, plus the time for the 

first station to be reset and start transmitting again is: 

T.a=(IL)((n_1)+2) 	 (5.19) 

using 5.18, 5.19, and 5.2 

D(n_1)~S(1+J-) 
RJ= 	 (5.20) 

Rcell 
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Figure 5.6 	Reset cycle for the asymmetrically loaded testbed 



and, 

= 	RceuDi(n —1) 
(5.21) 

D(n_l)+S(1+J-) 

The throughput tends to Rceji  with increasing n.Di, which is similar to the throughput 

for a single station on the network (equation 5.13). 

5.4 Summary 

Table 5.1 summarises the results for section 5.3. 

Table 5.1 	Summary of Analytical Results for Section 5.3 

Traffic Flow Description Reset Interval Cell Throughput (a) 

DLRcdII 
Single transmitting station S + D + 1 

to_any_destinations  

nD1+3S InDi 	" 
All nodes transmitting at RJ= 	

2R,i 
a= 2 Rce,, I 	I 

nD + 3Si 

equal_intensity  

RcenD4n —I) 
All but one stations Di(n —1) +5 1+ ( i RI= De(n_l)+S11+! 

transmitting to other one Rc.n ¼. 	n) 

An analysis of the basic slotted ring mechanism demonstrates that for a single 

transmitting station the ring throughput tends to Rcej,  the ring bandwidth expressed in 

cells per second, and for a symmetrically loaded ring with randomly addressed cells, 

the throughput tends to 2.Rce11.  By examining the behaviour of the ORWELL protocol 

and its reset mechanism in detail, the limiting values of throughput for three different 

traffic flows have been expressed in terms of Rcejj - the rate of cell circulation, S - the 

number of slots on the ring, n - the number of stations on the ring and the Di value of 

each station. 
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An analysis of the reset mechanism has also provided a model for the reset rate at 

maximum throughput for each of the models. The reset rate is an indicator of the 

traffic intensity on the ring and is shown, by the results in table 5.1, to be dependent 

on the traffic flow existing on the ring. 

The results obtained in this chapter will be tested against measured results from the 

testbed as a means of verifying the testbed performance in certain limited conditions. 

The testbed will then be used to provide more detailed information on the behaviour of 

the protocol under conditions where analysis is difficult or impossible. 



Chapter 6 

Results of the Testbed 
Simulations 



6.1 	Introduction 

In this chapter simulations are performed on the slotted ring testbed and are compared 

to the analytical results obtained in chapter 5. The traffic models described in chapter 

4 are used together with the testbed to study the effect of traffic arrival statistics on the 

performance of the slotted ring. The ORWELL reset rate mechanism is of particular 

interest since its use as an indicator of network loading has been proposed [78]. [120], 

[121]. Measurements of the reset rate are therefore made for various traffic arrival 

distributions, traffic intensities, and traffic addressing distributions. Other 

performance metrics such as cell loss and cell delay times are measured during the 

simulations, and are related to the output buffer occupancy. 

6.2 	Simulation Results 

To evaluate the testbed performance under different traffic distributions, and to verify 

the analytical results obtained in section 5.3, the testbed was subjected to the various 

traffic flows considered in that section. Homogenous traffic was used in this 

characterisation, and it is not connection-based, so traffic intensity is described in 

cells / second rather than numbers of connections. A Bernoulli traffic arrival process 

was used. 

6.2.1 Ring with One Station Transmitting at Maximum Intensity 

Simulation results were obtained for each analysis undertaken in section 5.3. The 

first case simulated was that of a single transmitting station. Figure 6.1 shows the 

measured maximum throughput and the calculated maximum throughput using 

equation 5.13 at each Di value, and figure 6.2 shows the measured and calculated 

maximum reset interval using equation 5.12. The results are very close and several 

data points overlay each other. 
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Figure 6.1 	Maximum Throughput Di Allocation for a single node 
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Figure 6.2 	Maximum Reset Interval : Di allocation for a single station 

Calculated and measured results show close agreement for this traffic configuration. 

The results diverge at the lowest Di allocations, where the station is paused for a 

greater percentage of time than it is transmitting data. From taking measurements on 

go 



ten occasions, the variation around the measured maximum throughput or Reset 

Interval is within 1%. 

6.2.2 Ring With All Stations Transmitting at Maximum Intensity 

The analysis of the symmetrically loaded testbed is contained in equations 5.16 and 

5.17. The plot of maximum throughput against Di allocation is shown in figure 6.3, 

and maximum reset interval against Di allocation in figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.3 	Maximum Throughput against Di Allocation for the Symmetrically 

loaded testbed 

In figures 6.3 and 6.4, the calculated results and measured results show a discrepancy 

at low Di-allocations as they did with the single transmitting station in figures 6.1 and 

6.2. At high Di-allocations there is a larger discrepancy in the case of the 

symmetrically loaded ring because of the assumption that all stations will become 

paused at the same instant. Equation 5.14 uses this assumption to determine the time 

that a station is transmitting in any reset cycle. As the Di-allocation increases, the 

zo 



probability that all stations will cease transmission simultaneously decreases, leading 

to a divergence of the calculated and measured values of about 5% at Di=15. 
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Figure 6.4 	Maximum Reset Interval against Di-allocation for the symmetrically 

loaded testbed. 

6.2.3 Three Stations Transmitting to Fourth Station 

The measurements conducted in this case, are for the testbed traffic flow as described 

in figure 5.5. The analysis of this situation is given in equations 5.11 and 5.12. Figure 

6.5 shows calculated and measured results for the maximum throughput against Di-

allocation, and figure 6.6 shows maximum reset interval against throughput. 
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Figure 6.5 	Maximum Throughput against Di allocation for asymmetrically loaded 

testbed 
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Figure 6.6 	Maximum Reset Interval against Di allocation for asymmetrically 

loaded testbed 

The measured and calculated results in the case of the asymmetrically loaded testbed 

show close agreement as the transmit mechanism is very well defined. The reason 
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this traffic flow configuration is shown is that it represents the worst case flow for an 

ORWELL based protocol to control media access. Each transmitting station 

downstream of the first station is successively starved of service by the others 

leading to lower throughput and a greater reset interval than in the symmetrically 

balanced case. The behaviour of the ORWELL protocol under these conditions is 

similar to that of the token ring protocol, where each station has to wait for its 

upstream neighbour to finish transmitting before it can commence, hence only one 

station transmits at any one time. 

6.2.4 ORWELL Reset Interval for 3 Traffic Processes 

Sections 6.2.1 to 6.2.3 have compared analytical and measured results for the 

maximum throughput, and maximum reset interval of the testbed under 3 different 

traffic distributions. In order to take these measurements, the output buffers of the 

transmitting stations were maintained full resulting in significant cell loss due to 

buffer overflow. In normal operation, the slotted ring would be required to operate 

with a bounded cell loss rate so that a certain quality of service could be maintained 

to the traffic streams, not allowing the output buffers to fill up and cells to be lost. 

Figure 6.7 shows the variation of reset interval with ring throughput for each of the 

traffic distributions considered in the preceding sections for a fixed Di-allocation of 

10. 

It can be seen that the reset interval does increase with cell throughput for each of the 

3 distributions, but the value of the reset interval for a given throughput depends on 

the actual traffic distribution, when the throughput is greater than the maximum 

throughput for a single station. Unless throughput is limited to the throughput for a 

single station, the reset interval or its inverse, the reset rate, does not appear to be a 

good indicator of cell throughput when traffic distribution is allowed to vary. It has 

been suggested, [78], [121], that the ORWELL reset rate can be used as an indicator 

of cell throughput for admission control purposes, however this work is based on 
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symmetric loading of transmitting stations and random addressing of cells, and does 

not consider asymmetrical traffic distributions. The analysis and simulations in this 

section show that under changing traffic distribution, the reset rate could give a 

misleading indication of cell throughput. 
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Figure 6.7 	Reset Interval Throughput for 3 Traffic Distributions with Di=lO 

6.3 Performance of the ORWELL Testbed With Different Traffic Models 

Whilst it is useful and important to consider the maximum throughput of any given 

configuration of traffic on the testbed, the network would not be operated at these 

levels of loading because of the rate of cell loss and delay which would be incurred. 

To enable an operating region of the testbed to be defined, the regions of loading 

where output buffer overflow does not occur must be identified and the cell delay 

time must be characterised. In this section, the hardware testbed is used to show that 

the cell arrival pattern and traffic flow distribution have an effect on the reset rate, the 

cell delay time, and the cell loss rate. 



6.3.1 Cell Throughput and Reset Interval 

Having considered how different traffic distributions affect the potential of the 

testbed to carry traffic, the effect on the testbed performance of the traffic models 

discussed in chapter 4 was investigated. In these experiments, all stations were 

symmetrically loaded and transmitting randomly to the other stations on the testbed. 

The throughput and reset interval of the testbed were measured for a variety of Di-

allocations under three of the traffic models considered in chapter 4. The first model 

is a deterministic arrival process where a single cell arrives at a regular, defined 

interval, which determines the traffic intensity. The second model is a Bernoulli 

arrival process with a 0.5 probability that a cell will arrive in any given interval, and 

the third model is the arrival of a fixed size batch of 4 cells arriving with a probability 

of 0.125 in each Bernoulli trial interval (batch Bernoulli arrival). The mean cell 

arrival rate was varied by altering the time interval between deterministic arrivals or 

Bernoulli trials. The graphs of throughput against offered traffic are shown for 

varying Di-allocations in figures 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 and reset interval against 

throughput are shown for varying Di-allocation in figures 6.11, 6.12, and 6.13. 

The graphs of throughput against offered traffic show that in each traffic arrival 

process the reset overhead limits the maximum throughput particularly at low Di-

allocations. It can be seen that the same maximum throughput for a given Di-

allocation is achieved for each traffic model when the output buffers always have data 

cells to transmit. This happens only when the cell arrival rate is greater than the 

stability condition and causes a high cell loss rate due to output buffer overflow. In 

the region where the output buffers do not overflow and there is no cell loss, 

throughput is greatest for a deterministic cell arrival process, since with this process 

the probability of the output buffer being empty at a time when an empty slot is 

available is the smallest. 
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The deterministic process of figure 6.11 shows that the same reset interval path is 

followed for all Di-allocations, but the maximum throughput and reset interval are 

limited by the overhead of the reset mechanism. As the number of cells being 

transmitted in each reset interval rises towards the maximum throughput, the reset 

interval increases slightly above the value obtained when there are always cells to 

transmit. This occurs because of a synchronisation effect between the time that 

successive stations generate cells, and the time that a slot takes to travel from one 

station to another. In these experiments, the stations do not generate slots at the same 

instant, they are offset in time, to minimise the effects described. 

The Bernoulli and batch Bernoulli arrival processes shown in figures 6.12 and 6.13, 

also show a gradual change in the reset interval with increasing traffic load. The 

batch Bernoulli arrival process gives generally higher reset intervals for a given load 

because of blocks of cells being transmitted from a station, making the downstream 

stations wait for service. These graphs show that the overhead of the reset 

mechanism is very high at low Di-allocations, and so for the rest of this section of 

work all stations have been given the maximum Di-allocation of 15. 

In figure 6.14, the plot of reset interval against throughput for each of the traffic 

models is shown, when Di = 15. In the legend, det represents deterministic traffic, 

ber represents Bernoulli traffic, and b14 represents batch Bernoulli traffic with a batch 

size of 4. At a throughput of 2000 cells/s, the reset interval varies by ±8% of the 

midpoint between the traffic arrival processes, at 4000 cells/s the variation is ±20%, 

and at 6000 cells/s the reset interval for batch Bernoulli arrival is almost twice the 

reset interval for deterministic arrival. At traffic intensities up to 6000 cells/s there is 

no loss of cells with any of the cell arrival processes. This graph demonstrates that 

the reset interval is affected by the traffic arrival statistics at each network station, 

even when the traffic distribution is kept constant. 
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6.3.2 Cell Loss and Delay 

For a symmetrical traffic flow distribution with random cell addressing, and a Di-

allocation of 15 to each station, cell delay and output buffer length were plotted 

against cell throughput. Figure 6.15 shows mean cell delay, and maximum cell delay 

is shown in figure 6.16. The mean output buffer length is shown in figure 6.17, and 

maximum output buffer length in figure 6.18. Cell loss occurs because of buffer 

overflow, and figure 6.19 shows cell loss for the three traffic arrival processes. 

Cell delay in fact consists of the following components: transmit overhead, output 

buffer queuing, propagation delay, input buffer queuing, and receive overhead. In 

this testbed, the overheads for transmit and receive are assumed constant, the input 

queuing is assumed to be a fixed value, and the mean propagation delay for randomly 

addressed cells is Tr/2. The mean cell delay at very low levels of transmitted cells is 

1 lOOus (+1- 10%), which can be considered to encompass fixed overheads and the 

mean propagation delay. 

Because cell loss occurs due to buffer overflow, the dimensioning of the buffer will 

affect at what throughput cell loss occurs. Larger buffers will reduce cell loss for a 

given throughput, but increase maximum possible cell delay 

A comparison of the figure 6.15 with figure 6.16, and 6.17 with 6.18, shows that the 

cell delay on the testbed is largely dependent on the queuing delay. The maximum 

queuing delay can be estimated as the maximum output buffer occupancy in cells 

divided by the maximum throughput in cells/s per station. That is: 

Delay max = 50/2200 

This calculation gives 22.7ms maximum delay, compared to the measured maximum 

delay of about 25ms. The estimated maximum delay is less than the measured value 

because it is based on the mean service time of the queue, equal to the maximum 
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throughput of cells. In the measured maximum delay, a genuine worst-case 

performance is measured. 

The detailed analysis of cell delay requires the application of some results from 

queuing theory [117]. A queuing situation is defined by the traffic arrival process 

and the queue service process. In order to obtain maximum and mean waiting times 

in the queue, it is first necessary to define these processes. For the ORWELL testbed, 

and for ORWELL rings in general, the service process is to a large extent defined by 

the arrival process at other stations. The reason for this is that the occupation of the 

servers (slots) in transmitting cells from one station to another prevents them from 

being used by other stations. If cells arrive with a deterministic pattern, the 

probability that there will be no servers available and that the cell will have to queue 

is low. Figure 6.20 illustrates a deterministic arrival process, and the number of 

servers required at any one time does not exceed three. If however cells arrive in 

blocks at stations for transmission as shown in figure 6.21, the availability of servers 

will be reduced when blocks arrive at different stations almost simultaneously. When 

block arrivals do not coincide, the ring will remain idle, so some of the bandwidth is 

not used. 

- In figure 6.17 the graph of mean output buffer occupancy against throughput for the 

three chosen traffic arrival processes is shown. The rate of change from low output 

buffer occupancy to maximum buffer occupancy is greater for deterministic traffic 

than for Bernoulli distributed traffic, and batch Bernoulli arrival traffic. 

The analysis of the queues is non-trivial as the system which is essentially a four 

queue four server system, has a statistical distribution of service which is dependent 
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on the statistical distribution of the cell arrival, and does not fit conveniently into well 

known queuing theory, though this is a possible area for further work. 

Cell Arrival 
At Station A 

Cell Arrival 
At Station B 

Cell Arrival 
At Station C 

Cell Arrival 
At Station D 

Server Duration 

4- 

Number of 3 
Full Slots 2 

Figure 6.20 Occupation of servers for deterministic arrival process 

6.3.3 Scalability of Results 

The slotted ring testbed has a ring rate R, equal to 500KbitJs, much less than practical 

ATM rates which may be 600 Mbitis. Measurements taken on the testbed are scalable 

to larger and faster networks with the same topology and protocol by scaling the ring 

rate and the slot size. An example of this is that if the maximum throughput for the 
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testbed is 8000cells/second, for a ring rate of 0.5Mbit/s, it would be 800,000 

cells/second for a ring rate of 5OMbitJs. The cell size also affects the data throughput 

of the ring and can be taken in to account in scaling calculations. 

Cell Arrival 
At Station A 

Cell Arrival 
At Station B 

Cell Arrival 
At Station C 

Cell Arrival 
At Station D 

Server Duration 

4-, 

Number of 
Full Slots 2 2 

Figure 6.21 	Occupation of servers for deterministic arrival process 

The validity of scaling of results relating to delay calculations are more difficult to 

assess. Cell delay consists of fixed overheads such as processing time, and 

propagation delay, and variable overheads such as queuing delay. The cell delay 
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variation (jitter) can be related to queuing delay which is dependant on buffer size and 

the cell rate Rii. The main purpose of the testbed is to identify trends in performance 

which can be applied to larger and faster networks. 

6.4 Slotted Ring Testbed Without ORWELL Protocol 

The ORWELL protocol introduces an overhead in the transmission of data cells 

because of the reset mechanism. If this mechanism were to be eliminated, efficiency 

could be increased up to the theoretical stability condition discussed in section 5.2. 

The PLDs containing the ORWELL protocol as shown in figure 3.8 were replaced by 

PLDs implementing a much simplified protocol, allowing only two types of slot: full, 

and empty. Each station was allowed to fill empty slots, and re-use full slots received 

by the station. The performance of the new protocol, named the Full/Empty protocol, 

is compared to that of the ORWELL protocol, in table 6.1, and figure 6.22. 

Table 6.1 compares the maximum throughput with output buffer saturated for the 

ORWELL protocol, the new Full/Empty protocol, and gives stability condition 

calculated in section 5.2. Both the 4 station configuration and the single station 

configuration are considered. 

Table 6 1 	Performance of Ring Protocols under Maximum Traffic Load 

Configuration ORWELL Di=15 Full/Empty Stability Criteria 

Max.Throughput 

(Cells/s) 

Max.Throughput 

(Cells/s) 

Max.Throughput 

(Cells/s) 

4 Stations 1 8811 1 10795 10810 

1 Station 4049 1  5381 5405 
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Table 6.1 shows that throughput can be maximised by discarding the ORWELL reset 

mechanism and utilising only full and empty cells. If the intensity of traffic on the 

network can be controlled by connection admission control, the extra efficiency of the 

Full/Empty protocol increases throughput and decreases cell delay at higher traffic 

intensity. Figure 6.22 plots the output buffer occupancy of a station against 

throughput for a symmetrically loaded ring using a) the ORWELL protocol and b) 

full and empty slots only. The maximum output buffer occupancy is a good measure 

of maximum cell delay, as explained in section 6.2, and it can be seen from figure 

6.22 that the Full/Empty protocol shows an improvement over ORWELL. 
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Figure 6.22 Output Buffer Occupancy Throughput for ORWELL and Full/Empty 

Protocols 

6.5 Summary of the Results Obtained Through Analysis and Simulation 

The ORWELL reset mechanism has been introduced to ensure fairness in a slotted 

ring where a station has the ability to transmit one cell into every passing slot. 

Without the reset mechanism, stations downstream of a transmitting station could be 

starved of empty slots in which to transmit. The ORWELL protocol ensures that 

every station can transmit its Di-allocation of cells in a reset cycle, and the reset 
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interval gives some indication of the loading on the ring. In this chapter and in 

chapter 5, analysis and simulation have shown that the proportion of time that slots 

are unable to carry data because of the reset mechanism is an overhead dependent on 

the Di-allocation, so the efficiency of the ring in carrying data cells improves as Di 

increases, and therefore the usable bandwidth of the ring increases. One of the main 

claims for the ORWELL protocol is that the reset interval or its inverse, the reset rate, 

can be used to measure the traffic level on the ring independently at each node. 

While it is true that the reset interval provides an indication of cell throughput, it is 

also dependent on the traffic distribution of the ring, and on the traffic arrival 

statistics at each station as shown in section 6.1. 

In a connectionless data transmission environment, the fairness aspect of a LAN 

protocol is considered important to ensure access to the transmission media by all 

competing stations. In a connection oriented transmission environment however, the 

access to media is controlled by a connection admission system, and the most 

important criteria for accepting another connection is that quality of service can be 

guaranteed for new and existing traffic. It is therefore possible to operate a slotted 

ring with only full and empty slots, using a connection acceptance process to limit the 

traffic on the network, and dispense with the overhead of the ORWELL reset 

mechanism. 

The maximum cell delay is likely to be a key indicator of the quality of service that a 

network can offer to real-time traffic. The maximum cell delay time is bounded by 

the time it is allowed to queue before being transported on the slotted ring network as 

shown in section 6.2. A transmitting station will not know the delay time of cells it is 

transmitting to a destination station, but will be able to sense if buffer overflow 

occurs at its own output buffer. Appropriate dimensioning of the transmit output 

buffer of a station provides a mechanism to bound maximum cell delay, and to detect 

if cells are being lost due to buffer overflow. The occupancy of the output buffer 

may also be used as an indicator of potential cell loss. The results obtained from the 
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testbed allow a study of heterogeneous traffic to be made in chapter 7, including an 

investigation of congestion management strategies. 
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Chapter 7 

ATM Congestion 
Management 



7.1 	Introduction 

In a Synchronous Transmission Mode (STM) system such as the global TDM 

telephone network, connections are established from one user to another during the 

signalling or dialling process. If there is insufficient capacity in the network to support 

the desired connection, through a lack of time slots over a transmission route, or lack 

of capacity at a switching exchange, the call is blocked and the user receives the 

engaged tone to inform him of this. If a connection is established, that connection is 

guaranteed until one or other of the users clears the call. In this way, there is a natural 

mechanism, limited by the provision of lines and time-slots, to determine if a new call 

can be accepted or not. Once a connection is accepted, the lines and time-slots are 

reserved for that call alone, hence the new call does not affect the traffic carried by 

any existing calls. 

The ATM network is a connection-based network, but does not have a clear and well 

defined mechanism such as availability of time-slots, for the acceptance of new 

connections, as does STM. The cell based ATM network is prone to congestion at its 

switching points, where traffic from various sources is concentrated, arriving on the 

input transmission paths, and being switched to various output transmission paths 

according to the cell header address label. Inevitably there will be contention amongst 

incoming packets for the same output path and buffering must be provided to ensure 

that cells can be accommodated. The introduction of cell buffering at the switching 

points introduces both delay in the transmission time for a cell as it is queuing for 

service, and the finite probability of buffer overflow and consequently cell loss. The 

primary aim of ATM network congestion management is to ensure that both cell delay 

and cell loss probability are kept within acceptable bounds. 

If the number of connections accepted by an ATM network is continuously inãreased, 

a point will be reached when cell congestion occurs with associated buffer overflow, 
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cell delay and cell loss. Admission control is therefore a key element to the congestion 

avoidance strategy. The analysis of B-ISDN networks to enable an admission control 

framework to be defined has been the subject of many papers [41], [54], [122], [123], 

the implementation of which relies on indicators of both network usage, and the effect 

on the network of accepting a new connection. Some proposed schemes are discussed 

in more detail in section 7.2.3. 

In ensuring congestion avoidance, the network is obliged to police the rate of cells 

being transmitted into the network from sources where the connection has been 

accepted. This is an obligation on the network operator to prevent the abuse of an 

accepted connection, and to safeguard other users from the effect of excessive cell 

origination by a particular source. Section 7.2.4 discusses methods of source policing. 

In addition to admission control, congestion can be avoided by use of a well chosen 

service discipline at the switching points. This involves classification of traffic into 

different classes, and offering a different quality of service to each class. The purpose 

of the classification is to enable one traffic class to be prioritised over another. The 

issues raised by heterogeneous traffic, and prioritisation will be discussed in sections 

7.2.1 and 7.2.2. 

7.2 Strategies for ATM Network Congestion Management 

7.2.1 Heterogeneous Traffic Classification 

In the B-ISDN, the variety of data sources and range of required bandwidths is very 

wide as has been discussed in chapter 2. Traffic sources may be classified into two 

main groups, namely those having stringent delay requirements (in general, interactive 

voice and video services), and those which are delay tolerant such as electronic 
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messages, facsimile, and data file transfers. Services may also be classified as being 

cell loss sensitive or cell loss tolerant. No standards or CCFfl' reconunendations have 

yet been developed for the classification of traffic sources, which in turn means that 

the quality of service that is guaranteed for each accepted connection has itself not 

been defined. The various studies carried out in a heterogeneous traffic environment 

make their own assumptions about the number of grades of service, and the quality of 

service attached to each grade of service. 

The philosophy behind ATM as a transport mechanism for B-ISDN suggests that 

traffic should be handled in as simple and integrated fashion as possible which 

indicates that a low number of traffic classes should be provided to cover the range of 

cell loss and delay requirements of all services [41]. Although a single grade of 

service is not ruled out, the stringent delay requirements applicable to real-time voice 

and video services clearly do not apply to data traffic or stored voice and video 

services, and a scheme with at least two grades of service seems likely [51]. This type 

of traffic classification scheme will be used in the simulations carried out in section 

7.3, it allows for the buffering of highly bursty traffic which is not delay sensitive, 

yielding an improved statistical multiplexing performance. 

7.2.2 Prioritisation of Traffic Classes 

When more than one traffic class is introduced to an ATM network, the question of 

prioritisation of cells of one class over those of another arises. For example, 2 cells 

may arrive simultaneously at a switch from different input paths both having the same 

destination path. The order in which they are serviced, and the priority in which they 

are discarded if the output line buffer is full, is decided by the scheduling or priority 

scheme operating at the switch. Some alternative priority strategies will be discussed 

in this section. 
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The priority queuing strategy is composed of the service discipline, used to select 

which cell is serviced first, and the buffer access control discipline which deals with 

new arrivals to the queue. Accordingly, there are two major categories of priority 

queuing depending on where the priority rules are applied [33], these are the service 

discipline (also known as time/delay discipline or input discipline) and the buffer 

access discipline (also known as space discipline or output discipline) as shown in 

figure 7.1. 

Buffer Access 

I  Service 

	

Control 

I I 	
Discipline 	 N  

Input buffers 
	

Output Buffers 

	

Figure 7.1 	Priority Queuing Disciplines 

There is a further classification of priority queuing strategies in to pre-emptive and 

non pre-emptive strategies. In the pre-emptive case, for a service discipline the cell 

with the highest priority is serviced immediately, even if another cell of a lower 

priority class is waiting. For the buffer access discipline in the pre-emptive case, cells 

of a higher priority may push out cells of a lower priority from the queue. The non 

pre-emptive eases do not allow this to happen. 

Prioritisation is used to favour cells of one class over those of another class. The 

success of a priority queuing strategy depends on its ability to ensure that the benefits 
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gained by the high priority class do not outweigh the penalties to which the low 

priority class is subjected. 

The implementation of a buffer access control discipline priority queuing scheme 

depends on the physical organisation of buffers in relation to the input streams of cells 

at different priorities, and to the access to servers. Figure 7.2 shows four schemes of 

buffer organisation. The first is complete buffer sharing with pushout (CS+PO), 

where a single buffer is employed, both traffic sireams joining at the head of line 

(HOL), but class 1 (high priority) cells may push out class 2 (low priority) cells if the 

buffer is full. The second method is partial buffer sharing (PBS), a limit is imposed 

on the buffering available to both classes, but class 2 cells may only join the queue 

when it is below a certain length. The third scheme is complete buffer partitioning, 

but with complete bandwidth sharing (CBP+CBWS), where prioritisation is achieved 

by dimensioning the buffer space for each priority class of cells separately. Finally a 

complete partitioning (CP) of priority classes is possible. 

The analysis of priority queuing systems is more complex than for a single class of 

cells. Analysis also makes assumptions about the cell arrival process and cell service 

process. Simulation has also been widely used to give results on queuing which show 

that there are significant advantages in a priority queuing scheme where the QOS 

requirements of the classes in terms of loss and delay are significantly different [34]. 

7.2.3 Traffic Intensity and Equivalent Capacity 

Because of the statistical multiplexing of connections in the ATM network, and the 

variable inter-arrival times between packets from a given source, the traffic intensity 

at any point in the network may vary considerably over a period of time. In order to 

make a prediction of the impact on existing traffic of accepting a new connection, the 

estimation of traffic intensity is an key factor. One option for the network designer is 

to allow sufficient capacity for each traffic source to be constantly transmitting at its 

peak cell rate, i.e. using non-statistical multiplexing. However, the bursty nature of 
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c)CBP+CBWS 

Figure 7.2 Buffer Allocation in Priority Queuing Schemes 

some traffic sources means there are considerable efficiency gains to be made by 

statistical multiplexing if a reliable estimation of the equivalent capacity of the link 

can be made. 

Al 

A2 

Al 

 

a) CS+PO 

 

b) PBS 

Traffic intensity can be estimated from a knowledge of the number of connections 

accepted on a network link, and the characteristics of the traffic sources. The 

performance of a switching node can be characterised for various combinations of 
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traffic type, and a set of tables or curves of acceptable connection numbers and types 

can be stored at the switch. This approach to bandwidth allocation known as a 

Schedulable Load Area, is discussed in section 7.2.5, and uses analysis or simulation 

to generate a series of curves to be used as guidelines when new call requests are 

considered by the network. The drawback of this method is the additional storage 

required to save the precomputed curves at network nodes, and whether the curves are 

susceptible to changes in the statistics of the traffic sources. 

An alternative to using predetermined values to estimate the bandwidth requirement of 

a single connection, or multiplexed connections, is to determine the 'equivalent 

capacity' of the connection or group of connections [39]. The equivalent capacity of 

a set of connections multiplexed on a link may be defined as the amount of bandwidth 

required to achieve the desired QOS, in terms of buffer overflow probability, given the 

offered aggregated bit rate generated by the connections. It is a function of individual 

connection characteristics and available network resources such as buffers. 

Equivalent capacity must employ a simple calculation without high processing 

overheads using measurable traffic parameters such as mean cell rate, peak cell rate, 

variance of cell rate, maximum burst length or other measures of cell distribution. 

Traffic flow measurements are undertaken by counting the cell arrivals in a certain 

time-window, to identify these parameters, and the time-window used to make the 

estimates is chosen to avoid autocorrelation of sources [103]. Decision making in the 

call admission process can be done in real-time, by calculating the upper bound cell 

loss probability for existing traffic and a worst case estimate of the new requested 

connection [54], [56]. Admission control by equivalent capacity bandwidth 

reservation is discussed in section 7.2.6. 
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7.2.4 Source Policing Mechanisms 

During the call set-up phase of an ATM connection, the user negotiates a set of traffic 

parameters described in terms of peak cell rate, mean cell rate and burstiness with the 

network. It is however possible for the user to violate the agreed contract' by 

transmiuing cells up to the maximum capacity of the User Network Interface (UNI) 

which would be unacceptable to the network operator both from the position of 

charging policy and the possible interference in terms of QOS with other users. To 

prevent violations of the traffic contract by accident or maliciously or for economic 

gain, a network function called Usage Parameter Control (UPC) is required, and is 

defined in CCITT recommendation 1.311. UPC is more often described as source 

policing, and several methods have been developed to fulfil the function [57], [58]. 

The action taken by policing mechanisms on the detection of excessive cell input to 

the network may take several different forms. Cells may be discarded at the policing 

point, or may be marked for deletion if contention for buffer space occurs during 

transmission. This would mean that no penalty was incurred by the user unless a cell 

volume based charging scheme applied. Alternatively the call control function could 

be notified of detected violations, and the call could be terminated, or a punitive 

charge applied, although the reactive time of this measure might not be short enough 

to avoid network congestion. Some suggested mechanisms for source policing will be 

reviewed. 

The Leaky Bucket Mechanism [59], [61], [124], consists of a counter which is 

incremented each time a cell is generated by the source, and is decremented in fixed 

time intervals to a minimum of zero as shown in figure 7.3. If the cell arrival rate 

exceeds the decrement rate, the counter value will rise, and once a predefined limit is 

reached cells will be marked or discarded until the counter value falls again. The 

Leaky Bucket scheme is easily implemented and can be exactly modelled by the 

G/D/1-S queuing system which describes a queue with a general traffic arrival 
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process, single deterrnithstic server, and a limited buffer length of S. The service time 

of the model is equal to the decrement interval of the Leaky Bucket, and the number of 

cells in the queue plus the server is equal to the counter limit N. Solutions for the 

stationary system are know which allows analysis of this mechanism [61]. 

General Arrival 	Buffer size of S states 	Deterministic Service 

Proce 	 Discipline  

Cells dropped if buffer full 

Figure 7.3 	The Leaky Bucket Source Policing Mechanism as a GID/l-S Queue 

Various window schemes have been proposed for source policing such as Moving 

Window, Stepping Window and Jumping Window [125]. The window mechanisms 

work by accepting a number of cells up to a maximum of N cells during a 

predetermined window interval. Each scheme employs a different method of resetting 

the window interval. In the Jumping Window scheme each new interval starts 

immediately as the previous interval finishes, whereas the stepping window starts with 

the first new cell arrival after the end of the previous window interval. The 

performance of all of the window schemes are highly dependent on window interval 

length, and on the traffic arrival statistics. 

7.2.5 Bandwidth Allocation using an Admissible Load Region 

As described in section 7.2.3, some call admission strategies are based on the concept 

of predetermined information in the form of tables or curves which are used by a 

switching point to accept or reject new calls. In the case of homogenous traffic types 

where there is only one class of traffic, a scalar quantity giving the maximum number 

of calls to be accepted would suffice. In the case of two traffic classes, with differing 
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cell distributions, and cell arrival rates, as well as differing QOS guarantees, a call 

acceptance region could be defined as described in figure 7.4, by off-line simulation 

or analysis. The existence of a reliable Admissible Load Region (ALR) depends on an 

effective bandwidth being attributable to all calls of a particular traffic classification, 

then all calls in that class can be treated identically. 

30 -  

Number of 25 
Class 1 	

20 j \ 	
QOS not 

Connections 

10 Admissible  
Load 
Region 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

Number of class 2 connections 

Figure 7.4 	Admissible Load Region 

For more than two traffic classes, a multidimensional surface is required to implement 

such a method of admission control. As the number of classes increase, this method 

become more cumbersome requiring more storage space, greater computational time 

and greater simulation time to determine the boundaries. A framework of adaptive 

admission control is proposed in [118] which describes three methods to store the call 

acceptance area and uses adaptive control to allow corrective action to be applied to 

the accept / reject boundary if traffic characteristics vary over time, and if initial off-

line simulation is inaccurate. 

The use of an admissible load region has been investigated in the MAGNET 

programme [42], [43], for a multi-class traffic system. The QOS constraints defining 

different traffic classes are specified in terms of cell loss probability, and maximum 
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consecutive cell loss. The latter term is clearly significant in that single isolated cell 

losses are less consequential than bursts of consecutive cell losses. 

7.2.6 Admission Control by Bandwidth Reservation 

Whilst the definition of an AIR for all combinations of traffic classes provides one 

method of ensuring network access is controlled, the major drawbacks of this method 

are that discrete traffic groups must be defined, and the amount of stored data required 

at each switching point increases rapidly as the number of classes increases. Another 

method of allocating bandwidth in an admission control mechanism, is to use the 

calculated equivalent bandwidth of a call. In this case, each switching point on the 

route of the proposed connection would reserve a bandwidth equal to the effective 

bandwidth of the call for the period of the connection, and the switch will not allow 

the sum of reserved bandwidths to exceed its total capacity on the particular output 

connection requested by the call. Figure 7.5 illustrates this concept with a multiplexer 

fed by a number of ATM streams each having a certain equivalent bandwidth. The 

sum of the input line equivalent bandwidths must not be allowed to exceed the output 

link equivalent capacity. The equivalent capacity of the multiplexer output link will 

depend on the output buffer size and QOS guarantees given to the service. 

I/P A equivalent bw (a) 

1/P B equivalent bw (b) Output Link 
yp c equivalent bw (c) 	Multiplexer 

I/P D equivalent bw (d) 	 equivalent capacity 
> a+b+c+d 

Figure 7.5 	Reservation of Equivalent Bandwidth 

One attraction of this kind of bandwidth a1ocation is that an equivalent bandwidth 

calculation based on peak and mean bit rates, and maximum burst length can be 

declared during signalling, and policed by the network. This means both the network 
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provider and the user, are aware of the shaping of the input traffic stream should it 

violate the constraints of the policing mechanism. The user can determine the amount 

of buffering between the application and the input to the netwprk, and choose a 

balance between speed of data transfer and cost of connection. 

7.2.7 Analysis of Cell Loss Probability 

The analysis of ATM queuing systems for cell loss probability is the subject of many 

recent papers [126], [127], [128], [129], [130], as well as being included in the 

majority of papers concerned with admission control and prioritisation. At any ATM 

switching point where cell buffering occurs, there is a certain probability of the 

incoming cell rate from various multiplexed traffic sources causing buffer overflow. 

The parameters which must be defined in examining the queuing model are: traffic 

source characteristics, number of input sources, buffer size, and service 

characteristics. 

The cell arrival process depends on the traffic sources, and their characteristics which 

may be deduced from traffic flow measurements, or from assumptions about the 

statistical characteristics of the sources, and their number. The analysis of cell loss 

probability can be carried out using two main methods. The first is by exact methods 

where the solution of standard queuing problems such as the MID/i-S queue yields 

exact probabilities of buffer overflow due to variation in cell inter-arrival times. A 

second method is known as the 'bufferless fluid flow' model [56], which ignores the 

short-term dynamics resulting from the discrete nature of the ATM cells and their 

asynchronous arrivals, but takes account of the burst-level statistics of traffic sources 

such as peak cell rate, mean cell rate, and maximum burst period. A combination of 

the two methods is sometimes used [122]. 
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7.3 	Simulation of Heterogeneous Traffic on the Testbed 

In order to develop a scheme of access control for the slotted ring testbed, two classes 

of traffic were defined with different cell arrival processes and different QOS 

requirements, to simulate real-time and non-real-time traffic. The admissible load 

region of a station was calculated under different traffic intensities for each class of 

traffic, and under different conditions of network loading. The performance of 

prioritisation of real-time over non-real-time traffic was measured, as was the 

perfonnance of the ORWELL protocol compared to the Full/Empty protocol. 

7.3.1 Definition of Traffic Classes and Quality of Service 

Two traffic classes are proposed in this study of the testbed, one representing delay-

sensitive constant bit rate sources to be called Class 1, and one representing bursty, 

delay tolerant sources to be called Class 2. The method chosen to model these sources 

is simple and requires little computational overhead. In both cases a Bernoulli arrival 

process was used, with the probability of success i.e. a cell arrival, or batch of cell 

arrivals, being proportional to the number of connections admitted. 

For Class 1 traffic the Bernoulli trial interval is 400us, and each connection accounts 

for 2% probability of a cell arrival, hence 50 connections ensures a cell arrival in the 

interval. This situation models a multiplexer connected to 50 input lines, checking for 

a cell arrival at each one in rotation at 400us intervals, as shown in figure 7.6. For 

Class 2 traffic, the batch size is fixed at 10 cells, and though the Bernoulli trial interval 

is again 400us, the probability of each connection yielding a batch arrival is0.2%. 

The QOS demands of each traffic type must now be defined. Class 1 traffic has a 

maximum transmission time limitation imposed on it of 15 ms, so that if this 

transmission delay limit is exceeded the slot is considered to be lost. Class 2 traffic 

does not have a delay limitation, but does have a limited cell loss requirement. Both 

Class 1 and Class 2 traffic are guaranteed a cell loss rate less than By defining 
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Figure 7.6 	Traffic Models for Heterogeneous Traffic Simulations 

such a cell loss limit, with Class 1 traffic having delayed cells added to the cell loss, an 

Admissible Load Region (ALR) in terms of connections accepted within QOS 

constraints, can be defined as a performance indicator for a testbed station under 

various buffering and priority schemes. Performance under varying network loading 

can also be considered. 

7.3.2 Prioritisation and Buffering Schemes 

In order to discuss prioritisation, the buffering scheme used for each traffic class at the 

testbed station must be described. Figure 7.7 shows two alternative schemes. Scheme 

(a) applies no prioritisation. Cells arriving individually or in batches from either 

traffic source in each 400us period are written in to the output buffer. If thç output 

buffer is full the cells are lost. This is a complete buffer sharing scheme without 
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prioritisation. Scheme (b) prioritises Class 1 cells over class 2 cells and introduces 

extra buffering for the bursty class 2 traffic. Cells from the class 2 buffer are only 

written into the output buffer if there are no class 1 cell arrivals, thus only one cell can 

be passed to the output buffer in a any 400us period. This is a partial buffer sharing 

scheme with prioritisation of class 1 cells over class 2 cells, but it is not a pre-emptive 

scheme. 

Class I Traffic 

Class 2 Traffic 	

Oiitpii t Biiuffer 

Scheme a) no prioritisation 

Class I Traffic 
prioritisation 	Output Buffer 

Class I Traffic 

Class 2 Traffic 

Scheme b) prioritisation of class I traffic 

Figure 7.7 	Testbed Station Output Buffering 

The ALR graphs were obtained for both of the buffering schemes shown in figure 7.7. 

The network was operated with only the observed node allowed to transmit on to the 

testbed. Figure 7.8 shows the ALR for scheme (a) with no priority, and for scheme 
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(b) which employs priority. It can be seen that the introduction of priority classes 

improves the ALR of the station at high levels of bursty traffic, because of the 

additional buffering introduced to traffic which is not delay-sensitive. 

7.3.3 ALR on a busy network 

The level of traffic on the slotted ring testbed will affect the ALR for any station on 

the network. To observe this, the ALR for a single station was plotted with different 

levels of connections at the other network stations. Figure 7.9 shows the ALR region 

for 4 levels of traffic on the network. The ALR is given for node 0 in each case but 

the traffic transmitted at other stations is: 

BOO stations 1 ,2, and 3, transmit no traffic 

BG30 stations 1 .2, and 3, have 30 class 1 connections and 30 class 2 connections 

BG35 stations 1, 2, and 3, have 35 class 1 connections and 35 class 2 connections 

BG40 stations 1, 2, and 3, have 40 class 1 connections and 40 class 2 connections 

The ALR shows the combination of connections which result in a cell loss rate of less 

than 10  at any station. 

7.3.4 ALR Variation With Class 2 Batch Size 

Figure 7.10 shows the AIR with a Class 2 batch size of 5 and of 10. It can be seen 

that the combination of traffic of dissimilar statistical characteristics presents 

problems for statistical multiplexing. When the batch size is equal to 5, the equivalent 

capacity of a buffered class 2 connection is similar to that of a class I connection 

which is shown by the linear way in which connections of either class are combined 

over most of the ALR. When the batch size is increased to 10, there is difficulty in 

combining the two traffic classes at high levels of class 2 traffic. Both the priority 

buffering scheme and the very bursty nature of the class 2 traffic contribute to this 

effect. 
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7.3.5 ALR with ORWELL protocol and with no protocol 

The ALR was plotted for the testbed using the ORWELL protocol with Di = 10, in 

figure 7.11. Various levels of traffic were applied to the network in a similar manner 

to figure 7.9 which relates to the testbed using the Full/Empty protocol. The ALR is 

given for node 0 in each case but the traffic transmitted at other stations is: 

BG1O stations 1 ,2, and 3, have 10 class 1 connections and 10 class 2 connections 

BG15 stations 1 ,2, and 3, have 15 class I connections and 15 class 2 connections 

BG20 stations 1, 2, and 3, have 20 class 1 connections and 20 class 2 connections 

BG25 stations 1,2, and 3, have 25 class 1 connections and 25 class 2 connections 

The ALR shows the combination of connections which result in a cell loss rate of less 

than 10 at any station. By comparison with figure 7.9, it can be seen that higher 

levels of throughput can be achieved without the ORWELL protocol. 

7.4 Summary of Congestion Management Studies 

In this chapter a study of bandwidth allocation strategies for an ATM network has 

been undertaken. The purpose of the strategies is to ensure that a QOS can be offered 

to all connections accepted by the network, and to ensure the maximum utilisation of 

available bandwidth. Classification of traffic into groups with different QOS 

requirements has been considered, and a variety of prioritisation and buffering 

schemes discussed. The results obtained from the testbed, though qualitative, show 

that prioritisation of traffic classes can lead to an improved ALR where the traffic 

classes have different QOS requirements, and different statistical cell arrival profiles. 

Admission control is the principal means of controlling congestion on a connection 

based telecommunications network. During the call set up phase of a connection, 

sufficient bandwidth must be reserved to ensure the QOS of new and existing calls. 

The two approaches to reserving bandwidth described in the literature are by defining 

an ALR based on the admissible region of mixes of traffic class, or by estimating the 
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equivalent bandwidth of each call, and the equivalent capacity of a link. The testbed 

has been used to demonstrate how an ALR can be determined for a heterogeneous 

traffic environment with two traffic classes. 

The results of simulations performed on the testbed show that a prioritising output 

buffer improves the station ALR, where the QOS requirements for each traffic class 

are different. 

The AIR boundary would be used to determine access to the network for a new 

connection. The simulation results show that the ALR boundary is determined by a 

number of different factors including: the overall level of traffic on the network, the 

mix of currently accepted connections at a station, the nature of the media access 

protocol, and the definition of each traffic class and its associated QOS. From the 

work described in chapters 5 and 6, it is also reasonable to believe that the overall mix 

of traffic connections, and the addressing of cells being transmitted by the slotted ring 

would affect the ALR boundary. Because of the uncertainty of the ALR boundary, 

and hence of the stored information relating to call acceptance or call blocking, other 

methods of controlling access to the network should also be considered. 

Equivalent bandwidth, and equivalent capacity as a means of bandwidth reservation 

are very promising concepts for admission control in ATM networks. The allocation 

of equivalent bandwidth values rely on traffic characteristics which can be declared by 

the user and policed by the network operator. The determination of a system of 

parameters to be used to assess equivalent bandwidth requirements of a new 

connection, and the capacity of a network station to accept such a connection, form a 

current area of ATM network research, and an area of further work for this project. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and 
Recommendations for Further 

Work 



8.1 Summary and Conclusions 

The development of the Broadband-ISDN network is driven forward by two factors, 

technological capability and customer demand. Technology in the area of optical fibre 

transmission can provide virtually unlimited bandwidth, and VLSI switching can 

achieve data rates of giga-bits per second. Telecommunications network operators, 

which had previously enjoyed protected monopoly positions in many countries are 

now being forced into competition not only with each other, but with new providers of 

telecommunications services such as the cable television companies. The demand 

from customers for integrated telecommunications services including high bandwidth 

real-time services will ensure continued development of B-ISDN and its characteristic 

asynchronous transmission mode. 

Since the start of this project in 1988, there have been many developments in the field 

of Broadband-ISDN. CCITF has introduced recommendations which standardise the 

ATM cell and other aspects of the transmission protocol. The aims of this project 

were to develop a hardware testbed with slotted ring configuration, which could be 

used to investigate the behaviour of the ORWELL protocol under a variety of traffic 

flows, and traffic mixes. The testbed could then be used to study problems associated 

with congestion management in an ATM network. 

The testbed was developed as a platform for the performance evaluation of ORWELL 

as a protocol, and for the study of aspects of ATM network congestion. A modified 

and simplified form of the ORWELL protocol was used, based on the preliminary 

ORWELL specification, however the features specific to ORWELL such as the reset 

mechanism were preserved. Hardware and software were developed in a modular 

fashion so that the algorithms controlling the media access protocol, traffic generation 

and traffic analysis, were flexible and easily altered. Hardware was provided on the 

ring interface to monitor the ORWELL reset rate, and the output buffer occupancy of 

each station on the slotted ring.. 
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The use of transputers in the design of the network stations enabled the processing 

power of a 32-bit floating point processor (T800) to be coupled to each station. The 

transputers were operated under the control of the Transputer Development System 

which enabled easy access to the code for development. As the project progressed, 

and the generation of data cells by different traffic generation models was attempted, 

the processing power of the T800 was a limiting factor in the rate at which cells could 

be generated. 

Traffic modelling of voice, video, and data sources was studied, but the processing 

power of the testbed allowed a limited complexity of the cell generation algorithm. 

However, the testbed was able to show clearly how characteristics such as the 

ORWELL reset rate are affected by the cell generation algorithm in terms of the 

burstiness of the cell-based traffic, as well as its intensity. 

The ORWELL protocol was analysed to give information as to the maximum ring 

throughput, and the reset-rate under different traffic conditions. The analytical results 

were compared to results gained through the testbed, and good agreement was found. 

Both the analytical results and the simulations show that the reset rate and throughput 

of the slotted ring depend on the symmetry of traffic flow on the network. The 

maximum throughput in cells per second can vary by a factor of 2:1 from an 

environment where all stations are addressing all other stations randomly, to one 

where stations are depriving other stations of bandwidth, when an asymmetrical traffic 

flow is created. Further simulations were used to evaluate the performance of the 

testbed under differing cell generation algorithms and showed that the reset rate was 

dependent on traffic intensity, and also on the statistical distribution of arriving cells. 

In papers published on the ORWELL protocol it has been suggested that the reset rate 

could be used to indicate impending network congestion, however such work is based 

on symmetrical traffic flows on the ORWELL ring, and deterministic cell generation 
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as found in telephony. The results from the testbed show that the reset rate can vary 

widely if traffic flow is asymmetric, or if the statistical distribution of arriving cells 

changes. 

The overhead of the ORWELL reset mechanism was shown to be dependent on the 

Di-allocation given to the network stations, so that when low Di-allocations were used 

the ring throughput was limited as a high proportion of slots were designated as 

TRIAL and RESET slots, and therefore not able to carry data cells. A protocol using 

only full and empty cells was developed to replace the ORWELL protocol. 

Simulations using the new Full/Empty protocol showed improved performance in 

terms of throughput and delay over the ORWELL based protocol. 

The studies of ORWELL, as a media access protocol, show that access of cells to the 

ring from the transmitting stations can be apportioned by using Di-allocation only 

when the station output buffers are kept full, and in this state, most resets occur 

because stations are forced to their paused state. Under these conditions, because the 

station output buffers are fully occupied, cell loss due to buffer overflow is likely to 

occur. In a connection oriented network where access control is used to ensure cell 

loss does not occur, output buffers are not allowed to overflow, and most resets are 

initiated from idle stations rather than paused stations. In these circumstances the 

ORWELL protocol offers no advantage over the simpler Full/Empty protocol for a 

slotted ring. 

The wider aspects of ATM network management were considered in chapter 7. 

Congestion management consists of a number of strategies to ensure that the quality 

of service in terms of cell delay or cell loss is maintained for all users granted access to 

the network. Connection admission control is the foremost method of ensuring that a 

new connection does not prejudice the quality of service of existing connections, and 

relies on the reservation of sufficient bandwidth on each point-to-point connection 
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across which the call is routed, for the duration of the call. Bandwidth reservation is 

complicated in a heterogeneous traffic environment because of the differing 

requirements of each call, and the differing cell generation characteristics. To 

simplify the problem, two approaches have been used, traffic classification into grades 

of service and the defining of an ALR, and the concept of equivalent bandwidth and 

equivalent capacity. 

The division of traffic into grades of service each of which has different cell loss and 

cell delay requirements means that an admissible load region can be defined for a 

network path, or number of paths. The admissible load region is a stored chart of 

information of the numbers of concurrent calls of each grade of service that can be 

accepted whilst maintaining the quality of service to all calls. Two grades of service 

were defined to show how an admissible load region could be calculated for the 

testbed. The effect of prioritisation of one traffic type over another was shown, as 

was the effect on the admissible load region of one station of other traffic on the 

network. 

The second method of bandwidth reservation is to attribute an equivalent capacity to 

each network link, and an equivalent effective bandwidth to each accepted connection. 

The equivalent bandwidth would take into consideration the intensity, peak rate, and 

burstiness of the traffic source. The sum of the equivalent bandwidth of each 

accepted call would not be allowed to exceed the equivalent capacity of the output 

link. 

The main original contributions to knowledge described within this thesis are: 

The development of a Transputer-based slotted-ring testbed with a modular 

architecture utilising programmable logic to implement a modified ORWELL 



protocol. The parallel processing and real-time programming capabilities of 

OCCAM were used to obtain results from the testbed. 

• The development of equations to describe the maximum reset interval and 

maximum throughput of the ORWELL protocol for three traffic flow 

configurations. An analysis of the behaviour of ORWELL was carried out under 

asymmetrical traffic distributions, and this was validated with results from the 

testbed. Such an analysis of the ORWELL protocol with asymmetrical traffic has 

not previously been published. The details of the analysis were presented as a 

paper at an international conference (see appendix A). 

• An analysis of the performance of the modified ORWELL protocol under various 

traffic flows, and cell arrival patterns, to identify the effect of these factors on the 

reset rate as measured on the testbed, and to determine the suitability of the reset 

rate as an indicator of ATM network congestion. 

8.2 Recommendations for Further Work 

For admission control to be implemented in an ATM network, the potential user must 

declare appropriate parameters to the network during the call set up phase of a 

connection. These parameters would probably include mean cell arrival rate, peak cell 

arrival rate, and some kind of measure of burst length. Every accepted connection to 

the network must be policed by the network operator to ensure that the quality of 

service Offered to all users is not jeopardised by excessive, and unexpected, cell input 

from one source. If the user declared parameters have a direct relevance to the 

policing mechanism, the way in which the cell arrival pattern will be shaped by the 

controlling function will be known by both user and operator, which is highly 

desirable. 
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Admission control using the concept of equivalent bandwidth and equivalent link 

capacity, relies on the estimation of cell delay distribution and cell loss probability 

from a knowledge of the cell arrival statistics at a multiplexing point. The worst case 

an-ival pattern must be used in this estimation if a guaranteed quality of service is to 

be provided to all users. 

In recommending further work, a more detailed study into policing mechanisms could 

be undertaken to select a system where the declared parameters are both easy for the 

user to define, and useful in estimating the delay distribution at a ATM multiplexing 

point. Analytical methods of estimating equivalent bandwidth of a connection based 

on the user defined parameters could be investigated. 

The testbed used for this project is somewhat limited in processing power, especially 

for complex cell arrival algorithms. To improve its performance for larger scale 

testing of an ATM local area network, it would be advisable to separate transmit and 

receive processes at each station, allocating a powerful 32-bit processor for each 

function. The ring interface circuitry may be improved by use of FPGA devices for 

greater bandwidth, and easily reconfigurable hardware. 

The testing of an admission control strategy using equivalent bandwidth allocation 

would be particularly interesting on a slotted ring, which is in essence a series of 

point-to-point ATM links where the availability of bandwidth at any station is 

determined by the cell arrivals at other stations. 

It is suggested that although an upgrading of the processing power of the testbed 

would enable more qualitative studies of the congestion management strategies 

undertaken in chapter 7, the proposed study of effective bandwidth calculation and its 

relation to source policing mechanisms would be better carried out using software 
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simulation to give flexibility of configuration, or a new hardware testbed dedicated to 

this function, to give faster and more detailed simulation. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes a slotted ring test bed which uses the ORWELL protocol [1] to enable 
various forms of access control mechanism to be developed and evaluated so that ATM network 
congestion is minimised. The slotted ring test bed architecture is discussed, and test results are 
presented for the ORWELL reset rate and for mean packet delay times. The basis for continuing 
work on adaptive access control mechanisms is outlined. 

1. Introduction 

Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN) is an emerging communication 
network presently at a research and development stage. BISDN is intended to provide 
multimedia services, including real time and non-real time traffic. 

B-ISDN makes use of an Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) as opposed to the Synchronous 
Transfer Mode (STM) employed by present ISDN systems. In STM systems a time slot is 
reserved for each active call in a hierarchical frame structure. This leads to bandwidth being 
reserved even when there is no data to be transmitted ie. when there is silence in a voice 
conversation, or when a data source is idle. Under ATM [2], all traffic is segmented into equal 
sized units called packets or cells each of which contains a header field with address information, 
and a data field. Cells can be dynamically allocated to users on demand which increases 
flexibility over STM and allows for statistical multiplexing when many sources are involved. 
Aspects of ATM to be studied are the probability of cell loss and the variation in cell delay times 
which will affect the quality of service that can be provided. These are heavily dependent on the 
traffic intensity of the network, and a good indication of network loading and remaining available 
bandwidth are required to control access to the network. 

2. Slotted Ring Test Bed 

The slotted ring test bed is a multi-transputer based system (see Figure 1), which runs under the 
control of the Transputer Development System software. Each node has a 32-bit T800 transputer 
to model packet generation, and to analyse and store results. Packets generated in the T800 are 
received by the 16-bit 1222 Transputer via an Inmos link, and placed in the hardware output 



FIFO. Slots received from the network are placed in the input FIFO by the Medium Access 
Controller (MAC), and are read by the 1222 and passed to the T800 for analysis. 

Figure 1. Architecture of Slotted Ring Test Bed 

The packets used in the test bed have destination and source addresses in the 16-bit header field. 
The data field is occupied by a time stamp to monitor delay, a sequence to detect lost slots, and a 
checksum to detect corruption of data. Time stamping and analysis of delay are performed in the 
T800 devices which are synchronised by an external interrupt at the start of each simulation. The 
sequence and lost slot analysis are also performed by the 1800 devices. The T222 devices act as 
microcontrollers to the MAC units which are implemented in hardware. 

The four node network has been established with a data transmit rate of 500kb/s. There are four 
slots each of which contains an entire packet as shown in Figure 2. 

Dest. Addr. I  Source Addr. 

Time Stamp 

Time Stamp 

Sequence Number 

Checksum 

Figure 2. Format of Packets 

A slot completes a circuit of the ring in 744us. The mean time for a slot to travel from one node 
to the next is therefore 186us. 

3. The ORWELL Protocol 

The ORWELL protocol ensures fair access to the ring for all nodes by means of Trial and Reset 
slots. Each node is allocated a D-count which is the maximum number of packets it may transmit 
before pausing. A node which is idle or paused will issue a trial slot when it is unable to fill a 
passing empty slot. Any node with data ready to send and not paused can overwrite this trial, but 
if it circulates undisturbed to the originator, the node converts its own trial slot to a reset slot. 



The reset slot circulates around the ring, resetting D-counts at all nodes, and is removed by the 
originator node. 

The characterisation tests apply traffic to the network for a ten second period. During this time 
the number of slot-sized packets transmitted and received at each node is recorded, as are the 
ring's reset rate, the delay time of each packet, and the numbers lost due to buffer overflow. 

4. Measurement of ORWELL Reset Rate, and Packet Delay 

If there is little or no data applied to the ring, trial slots will be constantly in circulation and will 
be converted to resets very frequently. The minimum time between resets approximates to the 
time taken for a reset slot to circulate the ring. The outstanding reset timer will then prevent 
resetting for the next four slots so that the minimum time between resets is 5 slot-to-slot times ie. 
5 x 186us = 930us. In reality, because of the interaction of the outstanding reset timer and the 
conversion of trial to reset slots at different points on the ring, the maximum reset rate has been 
measured at around 900 resets/second or approximately 6 slot-to-slot times (ill 6us) between 
resets. 

Figure 3 shows the reset rate measured for increasing throughput with a poisson arrival process 
and random addressing. D-counts of 1,2,3,4,5,7,10 and 15 are shown on the same graph. From 
the maximum reset rate there is an almost linear reduction in reset rate for increasing throughput. 
The time between resets comprises of a fixed element: the reset overhead determined by the 
outstanding reset timer, and a variable element: the time waiting for a trial slot to circulate 
without being filled. As throughput increases the probability of a trial slot being filled also 
increases, therefore the probability that the trial slot will circulate completely and be converted to 
a reset slot decreases with a linear relationship to throughput. The D-count is not expected to 
have any impact on this because in the case of Figure 3. almost all resets are a result of idleness in 
the network and not of nodes being paused. The thai slots complete circulation of the ring due to 
natural breaks in the arriving traffic. 
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Figure 3. Reset Rate Variation with Throughput 

To analyse the expected packet delay together with the probability of slots being lost due to 
buffer overflow it is possible to model each node of the network as an M/MJl queue with an 
arrival rate equal to the throughput at that node, a service rate equal to the service rate at 



maximum throughput for that D-count, and a known maximum buffer length. To obtain delays 
comparable to those measured, 1 lOOus must be added, which is the time required for 
transmission and reception of a packet when the throughput is at its minimum value and there is 
effectively no queueing. It is assumed that there is no variation of queueing in the receive FIFO 
i.e. minimum queueing at all times. Figure 4 shows how the mean packet delay varies with 
throughput. 
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Figure 4. Mean Packet Delay Variation with Throughput 

5. Requirements for Access Control 

In order to minimise congestion in the A1'M network [3] it is necessary to have an effective 
access control mechanism. The purpose of access control is to ensure that the required grade of 
service in terms of maximum delay and packet loss is guaranteed. To implement the access 
control mechanism, performance indicators [4] have to be determined and used to adaptively 
control access to the slotted ring. A global indicator of ring loading is the reset rate, whereas a 
local indicator is the node transmit buffer queue length. The test bed architecture shown in 
Figure 1 enables parameters measured at each node to be collected centrally and used as part of 
an adaptive access control algorithm. Development work is now on-going to produce a realistic 
traffic demand model to test various forms of access control mechanism. 
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With the emergence of Broadband ISDN and the adoption of ATM as its transport mechanism 
there is a growing interest in slotted ring networks both for high speed packet switching and for 
multimedia LAN applications. This paper describes a slotted ring testbed which uses a modified 
Orwell protocol for media access, and which has enabled a study of the modified Orwell protocol 
under symnetrical and asymmetrical traffic flow distributions. The architecture of the slotted 
ring testbed is outlined, and analytical models for the protocol are presented for different traffic 
flow distributions. The analytical results are compared to experimental results obtained from the 
testbed. The suitability of the reset rate as an indicator of available bandwidth in an access 
control mechanism is considered, and it is shown that for constant traffic flow and traffic 
statistics the reset rate works well as an indicator of potential network congestion. Under 
changing traffic distributions and traffic arrival statistics, additional indicators of congestion are 
required. On-going work into access control for the test-bed in a integrated services environment 
is outlined. 

p.Jtta,)!1iIwisAi 

The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) has been adopted as the transport mode for Broadband 
ISDN. The advantages of ATM include a common cell-based user-network interface for all 
traffic, which lends itself to integrated services traffic and variable bit rate data sources. One of 
the major difficulties in the management of an ATM network is to maintain the Quality of 
Service (QOS) for all accepted connections in terms of cell loss and cell delay. The call 
acceptance or rejection procedure must be able to protect the QOS provided to existing traffic, as 
well as guaranteeing the QOS of new connections. To successfully implement a call acceptance 
mechanism, an indicator of the network loading is required, as is a method to determine whether 
the loading is close to the maximum permitted to maintain the defined QOS l•  It is preferable 
that the indicator can be measured independently at each network station. This paper analyses a 
loading indicator for the ORWELL slotted-ring protocol, which is known as the reset interval, 
and assesses its value as an indicator of potential network congestion under varying traffic 
distribution. 



2. THE SLO1TED RING TESTBED 

Local Area Networks (LAN5) for delay sensitive traffic, such as voice and video services, must 
be able to provide a quality of service which limits cell delay, and cell loss. The commonly used 
data LAJ'Ts such as CSMAJCD and Token Ring have been used to transmit delay sensitive data, 
but both protocols have inherent problems. The CSMAJCD protocol being random access, is 
susceptible to cell collision, and hence data loss. It also suffers from a potentially unbounded 
transmission delay time as stations compete for access to the transmission medium. The Token 
Ring protocol is collision free but has a potential transmission delay of one token rotation period 
as each station must transmit in sequence, and only one station transmits at a time. The Slotted 
Ring consists of a number of circulating slots in a ring configuration each of which holds a 
packet of data. An Empty slot is filled with a data cell as it passes a station with data to transmit, 
and the Full slot is emptied at its destination station, and the cell is marked as empty. The slotted 
ring has the benefit that all stations can transmit continually, so reducing the delay for medium 
access, and that slots can be released at the destination, effectively increasing the ring bandwidth. 

One disadvantage of the slotted ring configuration is that it is not inherently fair to all stations, 
and bandwidth starvation can occur if one station is downstream of a second, heavily 
transmitting, station. A protocol designed to introduce fairness to the slotted ring is the Orwell 
protocol 2  This protocol employs a counter at each station on the network known as the D-
counter. Each time the station fills a slot the D-counter is incremented until a value known as the 
Di-value is reached. The station is then Paused and cannot transmit more cells until it is Reset. 
Stations which are Paused or Idle, change Empty slots to Trial slots. A Trial slot may be filled by 
a station which is not paused, but if the Trial slot circulates the ring and returns to its originating 
station, it is converted to a Reset slot which circulates the ring resetting all D-counters to zero. In 
this way all stations may transmit up to Di cells in each reset cycle. The interval between reset 
cycles (Reset Interval) is dependent on network utilization, and has been proposed as a indicator 
of network loading 3. 

The slotted ring testbed developed by the authors, uses a modified ORWELL protocol and has a 
data rate of 500 kbitlsec, with four slots and four stations. The packet size is 80 bits, consisting 
of a 16-bit header with destination and source addresses, and a 64-bit data block which includes a 
time-stamp, sequence number and checksum. Stations may re-use received slots. Data is 
generated and analysed by a T800 transputer at each station allowing individual cell delay times 
to be calculated, as well as numbers of cells transmitted, received, and lost. The Reset Interval is 
monitored independently by each station. 

3. ANALYSIS OF THE ORWELL RESET INTERVAL FOR AN IDLE RING 

Some terms used in the analysis will first be defined. 
R = Ring rate (bits/see), is the rate of transmission of data bits on the ring (500kb/s). 
N = Number of stations on the ring (4). 
S = Number of slots on the ring (4). 



Ts = Slot duration time, is the time for successive slots to pass a point on the ring (185us). 
Tr = Ring Latency, is the time for a slot to circulate the ring (740us). 
RI = Reset Interval, is the time between resets. 

All stations when idle attempt to convert EMPTY slots to TRIAL slots, and if they receive their 
own TRIAL slot, will convert it to a RESET slot. When a station Di allocation is reset by 
receiving a RESET slot, its Outstanding Reset Timer (ORT) will be activated and it will not be 
allowed to convert its received TRIAL slots to RESET slots during this period. The minimum 
reset interval is thus the period of the ORT, which in the ORWELL protocol is specified as the 
Ring Latency, Tr. 

When a station's D-counter has been reset, it cannot be reset again within the ORT period which 
is Tr. The interval until this station is next reset depends upon which station on the ring 
originates the next reset, and how long the reset slot takes to arrive. On average if the next reset 
is equally likely to occur at any station, this time will be Tr12, so the mean reset interval will be 

RJ(idle)= Tr+ Tr/2 	 (1) 

4. ANALYSIS OF THE ORWELL RESET MECHANISM 
FOR THREE DIFFERENT TRAFFIC FLOWS 

The ORWELL Reset Inten'al has been analysed for three different traffic flow configurations 
with stations transmitting at maximum intensity, that is to say the transmit buffer of an active 
station is always full and there are always cells ready to be transmitted if an empty slot is 
available. In order to maintain a full output buffer at each station there is a high loss rate of cells 
due to buffer overflow, but the analysis demonstrates how in the limit of operation, the traffic 
flow affects the reset interval of the ring, and the maximum throughput that can be achieved. 

The following three traffic flows are considered: 
1. A single transmitting station (single). 
2. All four stations transmitting randomiy to each other (symmetrical). 
3. Three stations all transmitting to the fourth which is idle (asymmetrical). 

These traffic flows have been chosen to demonstrate the variation in reset interval and throughput 
when the ring throughput is saturated. 

The ORWELL Reset Interval is determined by the sum of the time required for each station to 
transmit its Di allocation, and the time required for the reset mechanism to zero all D-counters. 
The throughput of cells transmitted by the ring from source station to destination station in each 
reset interval is equal to the sum of the Di allocations of all active stations, since the fairness of 
the ORWELL protocol ensures all stations are allowed to transmit their full Di allocation. A full 
description of the reset mechanism for each of the selcted traffic flows is given in 4. 



The ring rate R can be expressed as a transmission rate of cells per unit time, Rji, which, since 
each slot holds one cell, is calculated as 

Rceii=S/Tr 	 (2) 

4.1. Sin2Je transmitting station 

The time that the single station is paused is given by 

Tpaused = Tr + Tn'S 
	

(3) 

Time spent transmitting, T, is the time required for Di slots to pass the transmitting station, 
which is 

Trj = D(Tr/S) 	 (4) 

using equations 2, 3 and 4 

(5)  
Rceu 

hence as Di cell are transmitted, the maximum throughput, a is 

D. Rcen 
(6)  

S +12+1 

As Di tends to a large number, a tends to R ceji, but for Di  = 1, the reset overhead is very high, 
as only one slot in (S + 2) slots passing the transmitting station is carrying data. 

4.2. Four Stations Transmitting Randomly 

For this case it is assumed that every available slot is filled during the transmit period, and all 
stations become idle at once. The mean time required to transport a cell is Tr12. 

• (Tr 

Tm= 	2 	 (7) 

The mean time each station is paused is 

TpausedTr+Tr12 	 (8) 

using equations 2, 8, and 9 



(9) 
2R8ii 

and 

n 
a=2Rce: 	

Th 	

() 
	 (10) 

Equation 10 illustrates that the ring throughput tends towards 2 times Rceii  when the product of n 
and Di increases, or as D1 increases for a fixed number of stations. 

4.3. Three stations all transmitting to the fourth 

The distribution of destinations makes the ORWELL ring behave like a polling system or token 
ring. The time required to transmit all of the Di allocations is 

TTX  = (n-1)Dj(Tr/S) 	 (II) 

the time for the first station to be reset and start transmitting again is 

TPaused__(i)((fl_l)+2) 	 (12) 

using equations 2, 12, and 13 

D(n_l)+S(l+-!-) 

RJ= 	 (13) 
Rceu 

and 

De(n—l)Rcen 	
(14) 

D4n_ 1)  +5(1+! 

	

'¼ 	fl 

The throughput tends to Rcell  with increasing n.Di, which is similar to the throughput for a 
single station on the network. 

5. COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED RESULTS 

The measured results and analytical results show close agreement, with the largest discrepancy 
being about 5% in the case of four stations transmitting randomly. The difference between 
measured and calculated results in this case can be attributed to the assumption that all stations 
become paused at the same instant, which is less likely for higher Di allocations leading to a 
longer Reset Interval. The variation of Reset Interval against Di allocation is shown in figure 1, 



and that of throughput against Di allocation in figure 2. Measured results are indicated in the 
legend by (m), and calculated results from section 4, by (c). 

The calculated and measured results in figures 1 and 2, are made at Di allocations between 1 and 
15, with the active stations transmitting at the maximum rate possible, throughput being limited 
by the bandwidth of the ring and the Orwell protocol. Figure 3 shows the measured Reset 
Interval for a fixed Di-allocation of 10 for each active station, at varying levels of throughput. 
The cell loss rate is less than 1 in 1000 at the maximum throughput shown in figure 3. 

The analytical and experimental results in figures 1 and 2, show that while the ORWELL reset 
interval may be used as an indicator of throughput and of network loading for a constant 
distribution of traffic, for a changing distribution of traffic, the reset rate may not give an 
accurate indication of the level of traffic on the network. In a situation where the overall traffic 
flow is syrmnetrical and many relatively low bit rate connections are multiplexed, such as a 
switch for 64kb/sec voice data, the reset rate may be a good indicator of network loading as a 
stable traffic flow is likely to exist. Because stations measure the reset interval independently of 
any knowledge of how many other stations are transmitting, or what overall traffic flow exists on 
the network, the measured reset interval alone may give misleading information as to the loading 
of the slotted ring, and the bandwidth available for new traffic to be accepted on to the network. 
In a multimedia LAN where high bit-rate one-way transmissions may occur, the reset rate could 
give an incorrect indication of the loading on the network and on the probability that traffic 
congestion could occur. The value of the reset interval as an indicator of network loading for 
congestion management purposes is therefore questionable. 
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Figure 1. Throughput against Di-allocation for three traffic flows 
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Figure 2. Reset Interval against Di allocation for three traffic flows 
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Figure 3. Reset Interval against throughput for three traffic flows with Di = 10 


